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In Our 97th Year

_—
Afternoon, April 6, 1976
Tuesday
Murray, KY.,

In Merit

niversary.
lit highlight of the annual Murray
president-elect, and Sid Easley of
State University Alumni Association
Murray as vice-president. James H.
Reservations for ahe banquet are
banquet on Saturday, April 24, will bol, Johnson of Owensboro is the retiring
$3.75 per plate. Cheerd in payment for..
...—
the Gulden Anniversary of the first
president.
tickets should be forwarded prior to
graduating class to receive bacApril 16. Tickets may be picked up at
Five new representatives to the
ealaureate degrees from the university
the entrance to the student union on the
executive council will also be installed.
in ft3.
evening of the banquet.
They are: Rex Alexander, Murray;
On hand for the event, to be held at
Reservations should be addressed to:
Floyd Burdette, Martin, Tenn.;
6 30 p.m in the ballroom of the
Alumni Office, Sparks Hall, Murray
Marilyn Mitchell, Lake City; Dr.
-Waterfield Student UnionHuilding, WM
William Rowlett, Hopkinsville; and
State University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
be the six surviving members of the 12Further information may be obtained
Peggy Shroat,Smithland.
member clasalforn 50 years ago. They
In addition to the other activities, the
by calling the Alumni Office at (502)
are: Evelyn Altiritten, Martha S.
class of 1951 will hold its 25th an762-3737.
Carter, Robbie T. Harrison, Blanche Y.
Martin, Reba B. Miller, and Mary C.
Williams.
Relatives. of • the six deceased
Member's of the class will also be
present for the event. Deceased class
members are: Margaret L. Glasgow,
DETROIT (AP) — March was the best month in 21,2 years for American
ma J. Helm, Murrell K. Moody,
new car sales.
, jam E. Morgan, Walter B. Moser,
The four big U.S. auto makerveported their March sales Monday,and the
and NI. O. W rather.
total — 815,477 — was the biggest since October 1973.
Other banquet activities will includp
"It's clear that the spring selling season has arrived earlier and-stronger
than anticipated," said a Ford official.
presentatior of the distinguished
- professor and distinguished alumni
The total was nearly 300,000 over March of last year, whichwis the worst March in 14 years.
awards, honoring of university emGeneral Motors posted the sharpest gain, with sales up 58 per cent from a
ployees completing 25 years of service,
' presentation of alumni scholarship
year ago. Chrysler sales rose 51 per cent, Ford 44.per cent.
American Motors, hurt again by its concentration on Small cars, reported
winners, and installation of new ofa 6 per cent drop.
ficers of the association.
Similarly, sales of imports — most of which are small cars fell 13.5 per.
The new officers to.be installed are:
cent from ayear ago to 129,800:
Richard Lewis of Benton as president,
•
- Pat McCuiston of Pembroke as

Bill Boston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fil
Boston, and a senior at Murray High
School, has been notified that he is a
Finalist in the National Merit
Scholarship competition.
The purpose of the National Merit
program is to identify and honor
academic excellence among secondary
school students. The program has
existed since 1956. The selection of
about 3,800 winners of Merit Scholarships is now in progress. All Merit
Scholars will be chosen from a group of
14,000 Finalists.
While at Murray High, Boston has
excelled in mathematics and speech
activities. Finalists will be notified by
May 7.

12
March The Best Month In 2/
Years For Sales Of New Cars

Art Workshop
Set At Guild

Missing Girl
Is Located
Thirteen-year old Sue Hodge, missing
since Saturday, is reported in custody
of Calloway County*Juvenile Officers,it
was reported this morning.
The girl was located with -another
luvenile, who is also in custody. Miss
Hodge had been the subject of an area
search by local law enforcement
authorities since Saturday.

KENTUCKY LITTLE MISS-1975, Miss Michelle McDougal of Murray, will
turn over her crown Sunday afternoon, April 114o_the new Kentucky Little
Miss of 1976. The pageant will be held in Lovett Auditorium on the MSU
campus at 2:30 p.m. Miss McDougal, the daughter of Carol and Mike McDougal, represented Kentucky at the National little Miss Pageant last June
in Roanoke, Va. Michelle is an active member in the Sunday School of the
First Baptist Church, a Rangerette in the Woodman of the World and is interested in singing, dancing and art projects.
The pageant is being sponsored by the Tau Phi Lambda Sordrity of WOW
and all proceeds will be used for community service projects. Tickets will
be on sale at the door from 2 p.m. until the pageant begins. Ticket prices
arg, reserved seats 53, adult general admission, 52 and students(to age 144
Si. Contestants will be judged by out-of-state judges using a point system.
Treva Mathis will serve as mistress of ceremonies and Sandra Coleman's
Twirling Academy will provide entertainment.

Howard Hughes: A Mystery In
Death As Much As When Alive
HOUSTON (AP) — In his death,
Howard RObard Hughes was as much a
mystery as he was in life.
Hughes, billiOnaire indiarialisl and
aviation pioneer, died of a stroke
Monday on a private jet en route from a
seaside Mexican resort to a hospital in
Houston, where his parents are buried
and where he was born 70 years ago.
From the age of 19, when he inherited
his father's tool company, until his
death, Hughes was an enigmatic figure.
Even after Hughes' death,the staff in
the beachfront Acapulco Princess Hotel
could not say for certain that he had
been there, though he was said to occupy the entire top floor. The pilot who
flew him on his final flight did not know
he was to be their passenger until
shortly before takeoff. And an unmarked ambulance met the plane.
Hughes amassed an empire valued at

Sunny and Mild
Sunny and mild today and Wednes-day, clear and cool tonight. High
today in the mid to upper 60s. Low
tonight in the lower 40s. High Wednesday in the low 70s. Thursday continued sunny and mild.

• One Section — 1 0 Pages

Golden Anniversary Of First
MSU Graduating Class Slated

Boston A

T. Max Hostetler, Associate
Professor of Art at Austin Peay State
University, Clarksville, Tenn., will
conduct a workshop demonstration on
"How To Start Paintings" at the
Murray Art Guild on Thursday, April 8,
from seven to ten p.m.
A fee of three dollars will be required
of nonmembers of the Guild. For information call the Murray Art Guild.
This workshop is sponsored by the
MtifraY Art Guild and the Kentucky
Arts Commission National Endowment
for the Arts.

15' Per Copy

more than $2 billion. His holdings over
the years included hotels, gambling
casinos, airlines, movie studios
spacecraft and electronics.
As Hughes body lay under guard in
Methodist Hospital, a board of directors
continued to run Howard Hughes' farflung financial empire "as in the past,"
said Arelo Sederberg, spokesman for
Siunnla Corp.
Summa was the umbrella corporation that was wholly oWfied by
Hughes.
"It has been run by the board of
directors and a, three-person executive
committee,- Sederberg said. "It will
continue to be run by that group. The
company will continue to be a
company."
The committee is composed of S.W.
Gay, executive vice president of
STITTIMA • Nadine Henley. Hughes' lonetime secretary, now a senior vice
president of , the firm; and Chester
Davis, general counsel for Summa.
Sederburg said-he did not know who
would be named,executors.of Hughes*
estate or if the elusive billionaire had
even left a will.
Sederberg disclosed that Hughes died
of a stroke — "a cerebral vascular

SIDE

Three Murray Civitan Club members review a variety of activities
available at the -16th Annual Convention of Civitan International June 20-24
at Acapiik o, Mexico. The Civitans are Flbert Thomason, Murray presidentoffield Vance, governor-clef t of Kentucky Civitans. and Wayne M.
Williams, past club president and Kentucky secretary-treasurer-elect. This
convention will include leadership training and educational tours for its
members. This trio of(ivitans recently attended a Kentucky Civitan Coun61 meeting at-Florence

accident."
.
After a fling in Hollywood and a stint
as an daredevil pilot during the 1930s
and 1940s, Hughes became more and
more retiring.
He disappeared from public view in
the 1950s, conducting his businesses
from a.series of sealed-off hotel suites.
Methodist Hospital in Houston was
told Monday morning at 9 .a.m. that
Hughes was flying there for treatment. Two doctors, two nurses and four
assistants came to Houston Intercontinental Airport in an unmarked
ambulance to await Hughes.
The pilots who flew the ailing Hughes
from Acapulco to Houston were hired
Sunday night in Fort Lauderdale, Fla,
Roger Sutton and Jeff Abrams said a
Florida doctor chartered the Lear jet
from an ambulance aviation service.
They arrived in Acapulco early Monday
morning, but only after sitting on the
runway for five hours were they told
that their passenger would be Howard
Hughes.
Hughes looked "like a tired, worn-out
old - person" when he was carried
aboard the plane on a stretcher.
Abrams said.
Sutton said Hughes had a thin beard.
long greyish hair.and looked "very
wasted" and "very, very pale."
At the Houston airport, authoritiehad been alerted that a private Plane
was coming in with a sick man aboard
But when the plane arrived about 2
p.m., Hughes was dead.
The doctors accompanying Hughes
said he died about half an hour befhre
the plane landed in Houston.
In Beverly Hills, Calif., Jean Peters,
the actress who married Hughes in
1957, said: "I'm sorry; I'm saddened.'
Miss Peters, Hughes' second wife
divorced Hughes in 1971 after
childless marriage. His first marriag
to Houston socialite Ella Rice, ended
divorce when he was

TODAY'S INDEX
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Sports
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Gun Control BilI -May Clear First
Hurdle In Congress, Poll Reveals
Danielson of California and Edward W.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A poll of
House Judiciary Committee members Pattison of New York, who voted
against the bill on March 2, now say
indicates there now are enough votes on
can vote to approve.the bill.
they
gun-control
approve
the panel to
Besides Danielson, Pattison, and
legislation and setid it to the floor of the
Rodinolhose who say they will vote to
House for the first time since 1968.
send the bill to .the floor' are:
Although any committee approval
Republican Rep. Robert McClory,
'would only be the first -step in the
Illinois; and Democrats Robert W.
leiislative process that includes Senate
Kastenmeier, Wis.; Don Edwards,
both
in
action
floor
action,
itsunitiee
,
California; Jotm Conyers Jr., Mich.;
president's
ehambers and either the
Seiberling, Ohio; Robert F.
John
signature or a veto battle, such apDrinan, Mass.; Elizabeth Holtzman,
proval would be a landmark because
N.Y.; Herman Badillo, N.Y.;
past guricontrot efforts have been
Dodd, Conn.; William
Christopher
—
defeated at that point.
Hughes, N.J.; and Martin Russo, Ill.
Reps. Barbara Jordan, D-Tex., and
Of the 34 members on the Judiciary
Paul S. Sarbanes, D-Md were
Committee, there were indications that
described by staff members as leaning
18 members, the bare minimum needed
for approval, would vote to send the
legislation to the House floor.
Fourteen
members
declared
outright, either personally or through
staff members, that they would vote for
the latest gun coatrai_legislation toile
approved by a judiciary subcommittee.
Two more said through aides that they
leaned towards voting "yes,- while the
remaining two listedthemselves as
undecided. However, each of these four
has consistently voted in favor of gun
control proposals in the past. Furthermore, two members voted against
another gun control measure recently
now say they can support the latest
version.
There was no word ,from Judiciary
Committee Chairman Peter W. Rodin°
Jr., 1)-N.J., about when he would call a
new meeting to consider the new
legislation, although he is among the 14
supporters of the bill listed in the poll by
a reporter,
Derruicratic Reps George E.

towards "yes" but still in the "maybe"
column. Both have consistently voted
for gun control positions in the past.
The bill they would be asked to vote
on is designed to do away-with Saturday
Night Specials by banning the
manufacture, sale, importation and
possession of those handguns. The ball
also calls for reducing the number of
firearms dealers in the ..ountry by
greatly lncreastni ft:cense tees, and it
calls for mandatory senteacing for
using a handgun to commit a felony.
The legislation also calls for the
creation of a national fire arms tracing
center in Washingtn, designed to make
it easier for law enforcement
authorities to identify owners of
weapons used in crimes.

Basketball Coaches
At Calloway Resign
delegation to discuss plans tor a
boosters club for athletics. After
discussion of the topic, it was generally
agreed that the group would take the
initiative to organize a boosters club
and report back to the board.
King's boys "team compiled a 5-20
The school calendar was amended to
record this year, and was runner-up in
make up for lost days due to weather.
the district tournament. The L.akers The last day of school will be May 27,
won the district tournament last year
according to Supt William B. Miller.
No successor was named at last
A grievance procedure for Title IX
complaints was accepted, and Pupil
night's meeting for King.
Personnel Director Charlie Lassiter
Also resigning was David Lanier.
girls basketball coach and teacher at
was named to handle grievances if and
Calloway County High School
when they occur.
Marianne Malone was named by-the
The firm of Florence and Hutcheson
board to fill that vacancy,
was selected to test the sewage
In other action. the board heard-a----- treatment plants at the schools.
The resignation of David King,
basketball coach at Calloway County
High School for two years, was accepted last night at the regular meeting
of theSalloway County School Board.

2,3

4
7
8,10
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RIKE-A-THON-DONATION — A. W Simmons (left) of the Bank of Murrav presents a (heck to(ysti< Fibrosis
county chairman Mike Brandon while Bill Boyd (ectriaTie right) of People's Bank presents a (heck to Tommy Starks,
1st A 10-speed (berry racing hike which will be
owner of Spoke & Pedal The checks were used to purchaw
the grand prize for the Cystic fibrosis Bike-4 Thon which will begin at 9 a m Saturday, April /7, at
awarded
Murray High School
C, tat!

tt,,

4.11
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May Vows Planned

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, April6
Wednesday, April/
Murray High School Band
Spring Creek Baptist young
Boosters Club will meet at Women will meet at the
seven p.m. at the sctfool.
church at seven p. m.
East Elementary School
Mission organizations of
PTC will meet at the school at Flint Baptist Church ate
seven p.m.
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m.at the church.
The KSALPN, District 17,
Baptist Women, Baptist
will hold its monthly meeting
at the Conference Room at the Young Women, and Acteens
Murray-Calloway County will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Baptist
Corner
Hospital at seven p.m. All Cherry
Church.
members are urged to attend.

DoIndian Men
Make'Better Lovers?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When a reader asked you if Indian men
were superior to white men in the art of lovemaking, you
suggested that he contact the Bureau of Indian Affairs or
the American Indian Movement.
As the executive director of the American Indian
Movement, I feel it is my duty to respond.
- For the Indian, "love" does not begin when the lights go
out or when pot or liquor is consumed, and it is not confined
to the bedroom or any other hidden place.
The way in which the Indian treats his wife throughout
the marriage is the key to making him a superior lover. His
daily acts of kindness, consideration and respect for her
demonstrate; his love.
While we recognize that the sex act may send man's mind
afloat for a few fleeting moments, it is but a minute part of
the overalliact of loveThe above code of behavior plus the Indian's respect for
women have been passed down from father to son. I
personally have 15 children and am an Ojibway Indian.
Very truly yours, •
DENNIS J. BANKS
DEAR ABBY: May I answer Ed in East !ninon), who
asked: "Is it true that closely guarded tribal secrets on how
to please a woman are passed down from father to son,
making Indians better lovers than white men?"
First the white-man took all the Indian's land and some of
,his women. Now they want the Indian's "love secrets.''No
way! The Indian needs something to call his own.
HALF-BLOODED INDIAN
- DEAR ABBY: Now I know why'The Lone Ranger-never
got the girl. They all ended up with Jay" Silverheels, that
good looking Indian who.played Tonto.
SEMINOLE IN FLORIDA
DEAR ABBY: Tell Ed, "Yea, there are many closely
guarded, secret Indian lovemaking tricks." You will notice
that divorce is very rare among Indians. That's because
they know how to please their women.
Secrets like the "Apache grill- and the '.'Kickapoo twist"
will never be sold or given away by a true Indian.
MIKE WHITEFEATHER IN SEATTLE
DEAR ABBY: In response to Ed in East Illinois: I have
lived with a Mandan Indian for five years, and I wouldn't
trade him for FIVE white lovers. He is the greatest!
LINDA IN MARYLAND
DEAR ABBY: I am one-half Indian and have had two
"-Indian squaws, who both ran off with white men.
Apparently the "closely guarded secrets" of lovemaking
from the Indian side of my family were not passed on to me.
LONELY WOLF IN HOUSTON
DEAR ABBY: I am a 36-year-old white woman who is
married to a 57-year-old Modoc Indian. We have been
married almost nine years, and as far as I'm concerned, he
has the white man beat all to heck.
I was married to two white men before so I know what
I'm talking about.
M.N. FROM WASHINGTON
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send 51 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped i26t) envelope

Astarte' School
of

Belly Dance

L

Lessons 8, Parties
Now Taking Pupils
for summer Session

Call 753-0737

and
Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special

99c
Inside
Dining
Ord%

Super Special For Kids

Spaghetti
and Salad

,
/2 P rice

Wednesday Night
410 10 p. m.
Includes As Always
You Cant' Eat This Good
at Home for 99

753-2975

Tuesday, April6
Department
of
Delta
Murray Woman's' Club will
jave a potluck dinner at 6:30
p in. at the club house.
Wednesday, April 7
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m.

Miss Debra Ann Billington

sae

and Theodore Martin Braddock
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Billington, Jr., 1305 South-16th
Street, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Debra Ann, to Theodore Martin
Braddock,son of Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Braddock of Sturgis.
The bride-elect is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School and
is employed at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,Inc-.
Mr. Braddock is a December 1974 graduate of Murray State
University with a BS degree in Agricultural Business and is a
member of Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity. He is employed at
Jim AdarrliIGA in Paris, Tenn.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 29,at 6:30
p. m. at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church. A reception will be
held at the church following the° ceremony. All friends and
relatives.are_imcited_traattendas _only mitotaom_in invitations
are being sent.

pie

- Bowling will be at 1:30 p.m.
at Corvette Lanes for Senior
Citizens.

The
Colonial
House
Smorgasbord was the scene of
a luncheon held on Friday,
March 26, at 11:30 a.m. for the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
and the Auxiliary with C. 0.
Bondurant, 'president,
presiding.
M. C. Garrott was the guest
speaker and entertained the
group with several incidents
that he was a part of as well as
some with stories. Mr. Garrott
is on the staff at Murray State
-University and is well known
forhis
.
capable writings,
according to Eugene Tarry
who introduced him.
The invocation was given by,
Homer Miller. The door prize
was won by Mrs. L.
McSwain.
Those attending Were
Messrs and MesdamesE. B.

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of,Beta Sigma Phi met for its
/riegular meeting on Thursday,
/'April 1, at the Community
,
Center on EHis Drive.
Those elected as officers for
the coming year were:
President — Shirley Martin;
vice president — Peggy
tarraway; corresponding
secretary — Mary Graves;
recording secretary — Debbie
Grogan; treasurer — Vicky
-Holton; extension officer —
Linda Hodge.
The-Girl of the Year" was
also selected with the announcement to be made at the
Founder's Day Banquet. It
was voted to have the Founder's Day Banquet at the KenBar Inn on April 29.
Guest speaker for the
meeting was Tommy Walker
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home who spoke to the group
on "funeral services." A
question and answer session
followed Mr. Walker's talk.
'Refreshments were, served

Auction Planned

An auction will be held at
the meeting of the Welcome
Wagon Newcomwers Club on
Thursday, April 8, at seven p.
m. at the First Christian
Church.
Lynn Johnson, president,
said a profes;onal auctioneer
will be present to conduct the
auction and the public is invited to attend.

by Joyce Thomas and Janet
Robinson,bristessess.
Members present were
Rheanetta Coleman, Debbie
Grogan, Joyce Gibson,
Brenda Estes, Mary Graves,
Sue Ann Hutson, Vicky Holton,
Linda Hodge, Shirley Martin,
Debbie
Lys,
Maze
Faulkner, Barbara Chilcutt,
Barbara Williams, Helen
Foley, Peggy Carraway,
Janet Robinson, Rowena
Emerson, Ila Brown, and
Joyce Thomas.

COOKING
IS FUN
FAMILY DINNER
Meat Patties
Potatoes
Orange Beets
Salad
Cream Puffs
Beverage
ORANGE BEETS
One of our thriftiest vegetables.
1-pound can sliced beets
/
1
2 cup orange juice
1 tablespoon horley
1 tablespoon butter or
margarine
1 teaspoon cornstarch
blended with 1 teaspoon
cold water
1,1 teaspoons grated orange
rind
Drain liquid from beets and
refrigerate for some other use
In a Pt-quart saucepan heat
the orange juice, honey and
butter, stirring a few times
Add cornstarch mixture and
cook over moderate heat, stirring constantly, until slightly
thickened and Hear. Add beets
and orange rind; gently reheat,
turning over beets a few times
Makes 4 servings

Thursday, April 8
-Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.
National Organization for
Women will meet at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Chapter No.92 R. A.
M. and Murray Chapter No. 50
R. &S. M. will meet at 7:30 p.
m. at the MAonic Hall.
Friday, April 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Bailey Biggins at 1:30 p.
m.

Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at the home of Jag
Maddox at 1:30 p.m.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30,
a.m. Make reservations by'
noon Tuesday by calling
Freda Butterworth-753-1291

Variety program will be
presented by Senior Citizens
at the Ellis Center at seven p.
admission just
m. No ,
&nations

Awards Presented At Pack Meet

0? Cub Scout 76 At North

Cub Scout Pack 76 held its
monthly pack meet March 25,
at North Elementary School.
The Webelos led in the
pledge to the flag. Den 2
Presented the program which
consited of a skit entitled
Allbritten, I,. T. Bagley, C. 0. "Tossed Salad." Cub Master
Bondurant, Joel Crawford, *Dan Harrison presided.
Richard Cullom, Robert
Following the program and
Douglas, Lee W. Fox,Kenneth games ,Co-Cub Master Dan
Grogan, M. C. Henry, Max B. Baz7ell
the
presented
Hurt, Norman Klapp, L. E. following
boys
awards
McSwain, Homer J. Miller, mentioned:
Lowell A. Palmer, Theron C.
Alfen McClard, Bear & Gold
Riley, Joe E. Tarry, Jr., Mack Arrow, Wayne''Small, Wolf,
T. Tarry, Earl K. Byerly, and Brad Haley, Bear, Mike Willi,
Frank A. Stubblefield; NW. Wolf, Ron Rogers, Wolf, Jim
Gussie Adams, Miss LOttie Nanney,Bear, Stephen Jones,
Denham, L. C. Hendon, Bear and Gold Arrow, Clint
Preston Perry, Van-Valentine, Barrow,
Wolf,
Ricky
and Paul Sturm. Guests at- Harrison, Bobcat, and Ricky
tending were:" Hunter and
Chester-cif Mayfield anti M. C.
Garrott/
The next meeting will be
efd Friday, April 23, at nine
a.m. at the Chamber of
Commerce Executive Room
in the Woodmen of the World
building.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30,
p. m. For information or
transportation call 753-0929.

M. C. Garrott Guest Speaker At
Luncheon By Federal Employees

By Newcomers

FREE REFILLS

Luxurious Dining
for 225 People

Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at'the
1 titheran Church.

Xi Alphci/belta Chapter Elects
Offices; Walker Is Speaker

Pagliai's Pizza

with Garlic Bread
and'2 Price on
Combination Salad
with meal

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.

Plaques Find
Dimension
Chicago (NFS) — Long
before he gave up believing the
was flat, man had
earth
determined that art did not
have to be. From earliest times,
sculpture has been among the
world's most challenging and
fascinating art forms_
Of particular interest 'is
sculpture executed in relief,
either high or low, a technique
closely associated with
architecture and furniture
making. Among the oldest and
most -famous examples are the
reliefs on the Parthenon of
built in the fifth
Greece,
century B.C.
The use of relief sculptures
an their own in the form of
wall plaques is relatively recent.
"ONE OBVIOUS reason for
the growing acceptance of
deep-dimensional pleques is the
Lack of interior

aichitectural
today's homes,"
noted Mary Ann Wills,
decorating
consultant to
gurwood Products Company,
Traverse CIty. Mich.

detailing

in

What gives this kind

of wall

decor such stron appeal' One

Wills suggests. is its
c ontinuing relationship to

factor, Ms,
furniture

design

trends

an arrangement of spring
flowers:
Fifteen
persons were
present or sent gifts.
On Tuesday, March 30, a
shower was held in honor of
Miss Tabers at the fellowship
hall of the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene. Mrs,
Alvis Jones, Mrs. Earl
Tabers, and Mrs. Gerald
Tabers were the hostesses for
this event, and they presented
the honoree with a Corsage of
white camellias. . Mrs. Fray Cunningham,
Mrs. Jimmy Crick, and Mrs.
Kenneth Cunningham won the
prizes for the games that were
played and presented them to
the honoree.
After Miss Tabers opened
her gifts, punch, cake, nuts,
and mints were served from a
table covered with a blue cloth
and
centered
with an
arrangement of blue and
yellow flowers, the brideelect's chosen colors.
Thirty persons were present'_
or sent gifts.

Phillip Elkins; Athlete;
Marty Hays, Bobcat, athlete,
wolf; Todd Brown, Forester,
athlete, scholar, naturalist,
arrow of light, Jimmy
Parrish, athlete, engineer,
forester, naturalist, arrow of
light;
Randall
Dick,
Naturalist, athlete, engineer,
forester, scholar araow of
light; Roger Usher, athlete.

Extension Office, Annual Day
on May 7 at Colonial House
the
Smorgasbord, and
Retirement Tea for Mrs.
Barletta Wrather on June 20.
Pamphlets on "Making
Your Will- were distributed
by Mrs. Sheila McGinnis. Mrs.
Carson called the roll with
members answering with
what they enjoyed most about
spring.
A salad luncheon was
served with each member
contributing a part of the
salad.
Members:1 present were
Mesdames Claudia Carson,
Sheila McGinnis, Marie
Wyatt, Wanda Barrett, Dinah
Westerman, and Wanda
Hen"
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Youth Meet,
Coldwater
The Murray Sub-District
United Methodiq Youth
Fellowship met Thursday,
March 25, at the Coldwater
Church.
Presenting the program was
Mike Atkins, instructor in
Karate. The Coldwater UMYF
was in charge of the program.
, The attendance banner was
won by South Pleasant Grove.
GUESTS HERE
Dr. and Mrs., David McKee
of Lexington and Miss Nancy
Diuguid of Cincinnati, Ohio,
were the recent guests of their
parents, -Mr. and Mrs. E-.
Diuguid, 803 Sharpe Street,
Murray, and Mrs. Ed Filbeck
and Mr. and Mrs.B. D. Hall.
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Boggess, Wolf Badge.
WEBELOS—
Keith
Allbritten, Citizenship, athlete
naturalist, arrow of light;
Robert Duncan, Scholar,
athlete, forester, naturalist,
arrow of light; Douglas
Brown, athlete, engineer,
forester, scholar, naturalist,
arrow of light.

Mrs. Claudia Carson Hostess
For Countryside Club Meet

The home of Mrs. Claudia
Carson was the scene of the
March meeting of the Countryside Homemakers Club
with Mrs. Sheila McGinnis
presiding in the absence of the
president.
Mrs. Carson presented the
lesson on "Cancer and Its
Warning Signs."
Notes on the new spring
fashions were read by Mrs.
Wanda Henry.
Announcements were made
concerning the Homemakers
Trip to Holly Springs, Miss.,
on April 23, the Tasting luncheon to be on April 30 with
members participating to
send their recipe to the

Cel(

Bridal Events Held
For Debbie Tabers
Miss Debbie Tabers, April
1/th bride-elect of David Hill,
was the honoree at three
household showers recently.
On Tuesday, March 23, Mrs.
John L. Williams, Mrs.
Tommy Carraway, and Mrs.
Dennis L. Jones were
hostesses at a shower held at
the home of Mrs. Williams.
The hostesses presented
Miss Tabers with a corsage of
blue and yellow daisies. Mrs.
Rex Tabers, mother of the
bride-elect, and Mrs. T. C.
Hill, mother of the groomelect, were presented corsages of white carnations.
Games were played- with
Mrs. Charles Miller, Mrs.
Jack Wager, and Miss Starlyn
Tabers- winning the prizes and
presenting them to the
honoree.
After Miss Tabers opened
her many lovely gifts, refreshments of punch„ cake,nuts,
and mints were served from a
table covered with a yellow
cloth overlaid with white
organdy and centered with.ail
spring
arrangement
of
flowers.
Twenty-five persons were
presentor sent gifts.
On Thursday, March 25,
Miss Tabers was honored with
a shower at the home of Mrs.
Reuben Moody with Miss
Susan "Moody, Mrs. Joe
Dalton, Mrs. Randy Lowe,and
Miss Starlyn Tabers as
hostesses.
The hostesses presented the
honoree ,with a corsage, of
white daisies and red carnations.
A game was played with
Mrs. Wayne Blackford being
the recipient'of the prize and
later,. presenting it to the
honoree.
After Miss Tabers opened
her gifts, refreshments were
served from a beautifully
appointed table centered with
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Bring your exposed film to
ROSESfor fast, economical
service. Also visit ROSES
Camera Shop and Save.
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Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vied, Sr., of Gilbertsville will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, April
11, at the Bethel Baptist Church at Tatumville.
They will reaffirm their marriage vows at two p.m. at the
church with an open house immediately following in the Church's Activity Building untilfour p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Vied were married April 10, 1926, in Princeton
by Rev. flaildolph Lane. Their attendants were
Mrs. Ella
Lane and L. C. Morse. Mrs. Vied is the former Melville
Glasgow, daughter of the late Lee and Molly Glasgow of
Trumann, Ark. Mr. Vied is the son of the late Eugene and
Elizabeth Vied of Ktrttawa.
They are the parents of nine children who are Mrs. Faye
Sample of Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs. Doris Greer and Harold
Vied of near Kirksey, George Vied of Evansville, Ind., Mrs
Betty Phelps, Mrs. Rachel Cardwell, and Jerry Vied of Gilbertsville, Chester Vied, Jr., of Benton, and Leroy Vied of Calbert
City. They have thirty grandchildren and nine great grandchildren.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the reaffirmation ceremony and the open house. Only out of town invitations are being sent.

Your Individual Horoscope
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Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vied, Sr.
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Flocked Fabrics in .. .
4 Beautiful Spring Colors

•

Fabulous and dainty flocks in four
beelutiful Spring c.olors.,This 44 to
4.5 inell -wide -50% polyester and
50% avril fabric will help you
create your own wardrobe
economically.
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Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday cornes\and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES

( Mar. 2110 Apr. 20,)
You MUST give some thought
to the future now. Be sure to let
superiors hear, in one way
about the extra efforts

or

(Apr. 21 to May 211 t:$
In work matters, unorthodox
methods will pay off and, rather
surprisingly, others -will see
things your way.
GEMINI
5
( May 22 to June 21i 111414
Mercury generous You now
have a fine opportunity to show
your adaptability and ability to
think and act quickly in
emergencies. Do avoid impulsiveness, however.
CANCER
to July 23)
June
Certain situations may seem
more complicated than they
are ; others appear less complex
— but here's where caution will
REALLY be needed. Don't be
caught off guard.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not become irritated if
opposed. Consider: Maybe the
other fellow's suggestions are
better than you realize. Stress
your innate sense of fairness.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mixed influences stimulate
your ,ambition and enterprise;
also bring tendencies toward

n

afigt

PG)

•

4* (1-1AiN
Chain
,: ishlon necessoT come
of age with unique and charming
styles We have chain for every
occasion Come in and see our complete issor'ment

tS•rein

ROSES

4

you are making.
TAURUS

air

FILM
PROCESSING

Lindsey's Jewelers
la re
West Side of
753-1FAD

*

stubbornness and chanceAvoid) Conduct all
negotiationsarliplomatically.
LIBRA
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Independence of thought and
action should be. stressed, but.
don't arbitrarily reject unusual
ideas. A different viewpoint
could give your efforts new
direction.

4•1''

'

4

4

Permanent Press

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but don't go to extremes or
attempt the bizarre.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 21:1
A pick-up, a brighter set of
stimulating influences. Yet
there goes with this (as with
Aquarius an admonition to
avoid extremes.

=,

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind and
great determination; are quite
a scholar — always seeking new
knowledge and the means to put
it to use. You learn quickly, too;
are keen about new trends and
see many opportunities which
others would pass by. The Arien
is the true achiever and can
reach the highest goals to which
he aspires. You are extremely
versatile and could succeed in a
variety of fields, notably: art,
literature, science, journalism
and statesmanship. Traits to
curb: overaggressiveness and a
strong tendency toward sarcasm. Birthdate of: William
Wordsworth, poet; St Francis
Xavier, Apostle of the Indies;
Walter Winchell, newspaper
columnist and TV personality.
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lovely colors and patterns to accent your
home Slightly irregular but does not effect quality.
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Ladies' Tops

2
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SPECIAL
PRICE

F$

0
R

L•des T Shirts of 100% cotton sold whit.
with novelty scones Saes S

Ladies' Tops
ROSES di 97
SPECIAL
PRICE

SAVE 468
28¢

EACH

Lades T Shirts of 100% cotton in 4'

*La 4 to 6x

37

SAVE 633
•
634

357

seiaction of colors and ron-oz On°1t

TODDLERS'
SLEEPWEAR

Girls' Capes

Girls' Tops

GIRLS' 4 to 6X ...

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

533

Owls' Ante capes of

100% vagn acrylic
Just n Ilme for Easter Strall 710 14

S. M.

INFANTS'
COVERALLS
SAVE

39c:

Toddler gr% aleeporear rn 3 ercong stYlea
Ind varxxm colors Sues 2 to

257

Infants cotton wirt pOce coverall n 4 e
atop colors Sizes Plant to 12 months
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MEN'S
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Meal Includes
Fish, ftushpuppies,
French Fries, Cole
Slaw, Coffee
or Ice Teo
Roses
tow
Price

162

Sizes Average Clown Size
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18`

Fish
Dinner
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600
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CANDIES

Friday
Luncheonette
Special
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Clinic Pharmacy

11

27

/

STYLE
140T

II is our legal duty as pharmacists to check every
prescription to make rert•in it is safe to take. If•
physician wrote a possibly poisonous dose. or
confused a similar name, we would not dispense the
medicine, but would check with him if there was the
least doubt. NMI are safe when N1•11 ger all our
medicines from a ph•rmacist.

)I11

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

nylon tailored curtains in 80- to 118" widths, 36" lengths An excellent variety of

sRpoEscv /599 BAYER®

The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free DeliveryeNo Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

5G06034

Never Iron

"

116 x 36" TailoredCuirtains

3.6440

Some chemicals that might be -called for in a
prescription base similar name', but totally different
effects. One could he harmless and the other could be
deadly.
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SIMILAR IN NAME —
BUT NOT IN ACTION
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SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid that far-out limb which
has neither been tested for
strength nor offers good reason
for examination. What fascinates is not always worth going
after.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
A favorable day for routine
affairs, but care needed in
financial matters. Don't speculate or gamble in any way.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Job matters are likely to
conflict with personal desires,
but accept the situation for the
present. It will pay off later.
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i Atone& and opinionated art, It,' N. -L.: il.gr are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the-free exchange of differing
opinkins Letters to the editor m response. to editorials and
upunonated articles are encouraged
l'he editors of this newspaper strongly. tielies'e that to limit
..ipunonated articles to ord) those -which parrallel the editorial
giutoeophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
t.)erefore we urge readers who du notagree with an editorial stand or
ii1Tes presented M an individual writer in a column, to respond
feelings on the particular issue bean.'discussed •
ti

A Surgeon's
Surgeon

10 Years Ago

Four Weeks To Blacksburg!
Shades Of The Pony Express
By M.C. Garrott

A friend of ours was grousing
That's when McDowell was
the other- day about modern called. He took one look at her
medicine and modern doctors and decided she had an ovarian
and modern technology.
tumor.
One of our number was
All cases were fatal, and the
agreeing with him, until he one or two years that patients
stumbled across an item in a lived were filled with never enstate journal that told of one of ding pain.
the ancestors of all surgeons.
All medical knowledge of the
The man made house calls, day told . him that to operate
sometimes into other states, was impossible, because of the
-ilhala risk of peritonitis.
and it IS be-cause ofbin
lot of people are alive today and
Yet, Ephraim McDowell was
the average age of Americans a bold and confident man.
is away up ui 70. 1.
S.
_o
e exp
veil -didn't `r.awford that her only chance
. Ephraim Mc—DOTeven have a medical degree was surgery. She allowed that
-during his lifetime. He did get -anything short of suicide was
an honorary one from the better than the pain she was enUniversity of Maryland. Mc- during.
Dowell, born in Virginia in 1771,
Mrs. Crawford came to Dancame with his family to Ken- ville and was operated on on a
tucky in 1782. He studied at long wooden table. There was
Staunton, Va. and the Univer- noanesthetic and so she recited
sity of Edinburgh, Scotland, Psalms. The tumor weighed 22
where he never finished - his pounds. Mrs. Crawford Jived to
mediCal training.
be 78. She was 47 at the time of
•
But Ephraim McDowell was the operation.
perhaps one of the greatest
Dr. McDowell, -the man
surgeons known to man.
without a medical degree, had
He had an apothecary shop in made history and saved the
Danville, and in the room lives of countless thousands of
behind was his office.
women.
It was here that McDowell
McDowell did not write of his
made medical history on operation until eight years
Christmas Day,1809.
later, having little time or inA month- before that„ Mc- clination for it. Even then, it
Dowell had gone to Green Coun- established is operation as
ty to examine Jane ,Todd medical practice.
Crawford, who had a huge
At this time of reflection on
lump in her abdomen.
the nation's history, we can
Doctors previously had said celebrate no man more than
she was pregnant, until she one such as Ephraim McDowell
passed her term without - healer of men.
delivering.

Business Minor

Corporate Profits
Take Huge Leap
B) JOHN CUNNIFF
recession has resurrected some old
AP Business Analyst
fears, especially about job security,
NEW YORK - (AP) — Corporate
which is expected to receive high
profits have taken a leap that would
priority in new agreements.
make a pole-vaulter proud, and in the
The bargaining schedule this year
audience of admirers are, among
involves 4.5 million union workers
others, the nation's union leaders.
under major contracts, one of the
Since the first quarter of 1975, when
largest figures on record. In
after-tax profits dropped to an annual
agreements reached last year, only 2.8
rate of only $59.6 billion, they have
million workers were covered.
watched the measurement bar being
This month, the United Textile
placed at steadily higher levels.
Workers' agreement, covering 16,000
workers, will be renegotiated, as will
In the second quarter of last year,the
the agreement 70,000 Rubber Workers
rate rose to $66.6 billion, in the third to
have with Goodyear, Goodrich and
$78.8 billion, in the fourth to $80.6
Uniroyal.
billion. In the last quarter of 1976 it
A total of 196,000 electrical workers
reached $85.5 billions.
represented by various unions will be
Argus Research Corp., which supinvolved in contract talks during the
plies much research used by infirst half of the year with General
vestment institutions, calls it the
Electric, Westinghouse, RCA and
profits explosion." Argus projects a
Allen-Bradley.
rate of $100 billion by the fourth quarter
In the latter part of the year, major
of the year and $110 billion by mid-1977.
contracts with the automotive industry
Such stunning increases are bound to
will be renegotiated with American
raise the sights of labor leaders, even
though the first-quarter rate doesn't' Motors, Chrysler, Ford and General
Motors. A total of 769,000 workers are
even bring profits back to the level of
involved.
1974's third quarter, just before the big
- Following the talks with the
dip.
automotive companies, some of the
Labor hasn't been excluded from the
same unions will be involved in
improvement either. Real disposable
bargaining with the farm and conincome has risen steadily since Me first
struction equipment manufacturers. At
quarter of 1975, achieving a gain-of
least 111,000 workers are involved in
about 4 per cent in 1975, with more
these discussions.
projected for 1976 and 1977.
It's a very full schedule, and
Escalator clauses helped protect
throughout the negotiations union
some 6 million workers, or 59 per cent
leaders are going to have their eyes set
of those under major contracts. But,
not just on their own demands but on
says the AFL-CIO, such clauses
those rising corporate profits.
recover only about 50 per cent of the
buying power lost to inflation.
Moreover, disposable income — that
is, income available to the worker after
payment of personal taxes — i:i diluted
My male dog Frosty, is a political
in poWer by the pre-empting of close to type at heart, lie eats when he isn't
20 per cent of it by food-beverage
hungry, he sleeps when he isn't tired,
_ .
purchases.
and he wags his tail anytime anybody:
In addition, labor's experience with
looks at him.
prices and joblessness during the

Isn't It The Truth

The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days July 4, Christmas Day New Yeor's
Day stind.'.--fh'eflilrigiving by Murray
Newspapers. Soc, 103 N 4th St Murray.
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Ky. 42071
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by carriers S2 25 pe, o,onth poyobla
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Ffistory
Army Pvt. Paul R. Freeze was
assigned to the 3rd Armored Division in
Germany.
New officers of the Murray Jaycees
are Howard Steely, Richard Knight,
John Yotutgerman, Charlie Simmons,
and Bob Manning:
"The ladies of the Murray Woman's
Club are going all out for the installation of Mrs. C. C. Lowry as
president of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs. They are running a
special bus," from the column,"Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Mrs. E. B. Allbritten died at Detroit,
Mich.
Jack Speegle of Roswell, N. M.,
formerly of Murray, has been named
head of the United States Department
of Agriculture Consumer program's
field office in Roswell, N M

Mrs. Gould did shock him, however,
when she showed him the longtraveling postcard she had mailed her
Mrs. Wen Gould, Hermitage Place, is
daughter in Virginia and told him its
about ready to turn the mails back over
story, although he was more interested
to the Pony Express whose hard-riding
in how much postage it had taken
couriers could cover more than 1,950
rather than how long it had taken to
miles between St. Joseph, Mo., and
reach its destination.
Scaramento, Calif., in as little as eight
Dad still thought a penny post card
days._
still meant a penny post card," she said
Back in January, Mrs. Gotild's
with a laugh. "I don't suppose he has
daughter, Mrs. Wanda Lang, who lives
really noticed stamps and postage rates
in Blacksburg, Va., was expecting a
since he turned all of his corresponbaby. So, as good mothers do, Mrs.
dence over to mother more than 50
Gould wrote her daughter a poet card
ears ago.
telling her she would come to
"I'm sure he might have heard of the
Blacksburg when the baby was born
postal increases over the years, but
and help her for a few days.
with all the big things to worry about
The baby, Amy, was born on'Feb. 11,
like wars, depressions and educating
and Mrs. Gould, keeping her word,
seven children, who worries about what
hastened to make the 12-hour. 500-mile
The City of Murray nas accepted the
it takes to mail a post card?"
drive to be with her daughter and her
of $534,000 from one of the bidding
bid
to
got
she
++++++
family. The day after
firms for the construction of a natural
Relatively newcomers to Murray, the
Blacksburg, she went to the Langs'
Goulds are from Tennessee originally. gas system for the city of Murray.
mailbox and there was the post card
She grew up in Murfreesboro, elid her - The Hazel Methodist Chlirch will
she had written her daughter from here
observe Loyalty Sunday on April 8,
husband, Hugh, who is in the oil
in Murray more than four weeks
according to Bro. John Deal, pastor.
business at Midway,comes from Milan.
earlier.
The Annual 9-H Club Spring Rally
Two of their daughters, Cindy and
"When I noticed it was in my handbe held at the Murray High School
will
cheerleaders
are
who
thought
Becky,
are twins,
writing," she said, "my first
auditorium on April 7.
at Murray High.
was that it was a card I had written only
The AlmO High School Chapter of the
_
++++++
a few days before to another daughter
Future Homemakers of America held
Mrs. C. J. Joiner, 314 South 10th
in Alabama. I thoug,ht I had mistakenly
its Mother-Daughter Banquet with
Street, has become one of my favorite
put Wanda's address on it. But, no it
Wanda Taylor, president, presiding.
people. She made me feel like a real,
was the card I had mailed from Murray
Mrs. Lucy Lilly is chapter advisor.
sure-enough celebrity the other day. I
weeks before. I could hardly believe
Miss Ann Shroat who teaches in
had left my old car at Popeye Ross's
it!"
Garden City, Mich., is spending her
filling station to gets leaky tire docThat ought to start 'enmaddling the
spring vacation with her parents, Mr
tored and was headed for the office
horses!
and Mrs. Charlie Shroat.
across the concrete apron.
++++-1-±
gas
putting
pumps
the
at
was
Popeye
Insel,
Walter
father,
Mrs. Gould's
lives in Murfreesboro, Tenn., and is 78 into a car. Suddenly, he looked up and
years old. With seven children, 23 seeing me called out: "Here he is now!
grandchildren and now 11 great- Come here a minute, M. C. This lady
wants to meet yOu." By the time I got to
grandchildren, he doesn't exactly .,unp
up and click his heels upon the news of the car this little lady had jumped out
another grandchild. Such an- and was coming to meet me.
She and Popeye had been talking
nouncements are old hat to him now.
about the snake-in-the-laundry episode
I wrote some time ago and about his
And they that went before, and
they that followed, cried, saying,
daughter, Pamela Hoke, when I hapHosanna. Blessed is he that coozeth
pened by. Mrs. Joiner just wanted to
in the name of Abe Lord. Mark 11:9.
I
and
column,
the
-enjoyed
she
me
tell
When things are going well it is
was quite flattered that she wanted to
easy to cry praises unto the Lord.
meet me personallay.
Do you praise Him also.when the
She knows how to make a fellow feel
going gets tough?
good.

20 Years Ago

Bible

Thought

Funny

Funny World

The old fashioned dining room set
came with an armchair for the head of
the family. We wonder how you would
figure out where to put it at today's
table.(Bill Vaughan
A businessman was reading his paper
in the evening while his wife knitted.
"You might read to me while I knit,"
she sighed. "Why don't you knit to me
yyhile I read?" he suggested.

Modern technology is amazing. It
designs electric wristwatch batteries so
that they wear out during the :light
before an important appointment.
The fact that Mars doesn't appear to
be inhabited is good news. It's getting
pretty tough to stretch our wheat any
further.
A person lives 12 years longer today
than they did in 1900. You have to get
your car paid for.

The bathrooms in the new
FBI building in Washington have three
knobs on the sink. . . Hot, Cold and
Louder.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

State level

Or
rtIrt• 7 Mayf *Id 15 47064,
Stet' 1114.p gannet*. C linos 11
State Capitol lkiikling
Frankfort Ky 40601
Or
4
701 S 1,

4410,-e5 ty 4707'

Stst• lop Lloyd( Clapp D!
Stale Capitol 114i1eriag
frawhfort. Ks 40607

it

•A
• 0. lax KS. Winla 14 47011

On this(Lite—
la-- 1777, Marquis de Lafayette's
French volunteers arrived in America
to asssist in the revolution against
Britain.
In 1830, the frst Mormon church was
organized by Joseph Smith at Fayette,
N.Y.
In 1841, ilce President -John Tyler
was sworn in as the 10th American
president after the death of President
William Harrison.
In 1909, the American explorer,
Robert Peary,reached the North Pole.
In 1955, Sir Anthony Eden succeeded
Sir Winston Churchill as British Prime
Minister.
In 1965, the world's first commercial
satellite, the communications satellite
Early Bird, was launched from
Florida's Cape Canaveral.
Ten years ago: The Brooklyn-born
opera star, Maria Callas, giave up her
American citizenship in an attempt to
solve her marital and fianancial
problems.
Five years ago: Composer Igor
Stravinsky died in New York. He was
it.

One year ago: U.S. Embassy personnel were being evacuated from
Phnom Penh as enemy forces carried
out ground attacks seven miles from
the Cambodian capital.
Today's birthdays: Conductor,
composer and pianist Andre Previn is
47. Broadcaster Lowell Thomas is 84.

1

Thought for today: Imagination is
more important than knowledge
physicist Albert Einstein, 1879-1855.
*
•

Co„

Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundred
years ago today, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia resolved that
any merchandise could be exported
from the American Colonies except to
British ports.

Immunization Against Pregnancy

*
*
•

•

fly F..1 L. Blasingame. MD
)'

Researchers recently have announced success in Immunization against pregnancy. Investigations of the technique are
in the early stages of development, but could have far-reachtrig effects on world population if
further studies clear the way for
general use.
The team of New Delhi investigators, headed by GP. Talwar at the AU India Institute of
Medical Sciences5 made their report in a recent isatie of Pt &WAings of the National Academy of
Sciences. A summary was reported later in Science News
The technicale takes the approach of impeding conception
by immunizing women against a
,hormone which is essential to
pregnancy.
Human
chorionic
gonadotropin (BCC/ is a hormone that is formed in the body
within six to eight days after fertilization of the egg. HCG provides essential support for the
corpus luteum. a yellow body- of
tissue which develops at the site

the egg ruptured out of
the ovary Without HCG support.
the corpus luteum is short-lived
and is sloughed off in menstruation.
To carry out its support. HCG
travels through the blood stream
to reach and preserve the corpus
luteum. HCG can be interrupted
or inactivated by antibodies circulating in the blood if they
could be specifically prepared to
do so.
The problem was to develop a
substance which would raise antibodies against substances considered "normal- and not
"foreign" to a woman's body and
to cio so without upsetting other
hormones A technique was
worked out by taking a part of
the HOG molecule, linking the
part with tetanus toxoid (devoid
of toxicity but used for years to
produce immunity against
tetanus or lockjaw), and injecting the material under the skin.
By this ingenious combination.
the researchers were able to
where

itotoval was required to eradicate the source of infection
Modern dentistry- has improved
so that the dead nerve and pulp
tissue can be removed to the tip
of the roots; the 'space- is
sterilized and is filled with
material that remains in place
for years The tooth is preserved,
it remains free of infection, and
it functions satisfactorily for
years

develop immunity against lockiaw and HOG Without tins essential hormone, the corpus
luteum canrzot persist arrl supply the necessary hormone for
attachment and growth of the
fertilized egg. thus preventing
Pregnancy
The procedure has been succmful in mice and in women It
neutralized FR1; up to me year
without disriu-bing menstruation.
The method appears
theoretically safe because all
other body ftricbons continue in
normal fashion However, additional testing Will be required

Q Mrs. 1...L wants to lcnow if a
relatively new drug is available
In prevent er ten attacks of
asthma, especially in children
A A drug, metaproterenol sulfate(under the trade names Alupent and Metaprell, is available
and used in long-term control of
asthma in children. This
medication is usually prescribed
in a syrup which is easy to take
It contains no ephedrine Clinical
studim•one of which was reported in the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
generally have been favorable

Q Mrs S.D. says that she
thought for years that dead teeth
were hazardous to health. She is
surprised that they are now kept
after root canal treatment but
wonders if such teeth may not be
a source of trouble
A. You are correct that in the
past dead teeth were regarded
as potential sources of trouble
they often abscessed and

*

*
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Alpha Gamma Rho's First Indoor Sanctioned

TRACTOR PULL

U S San W•ndall M Fo•d D
4171 ()Owen Building
Washington D C 70510

Stet. Son tichord Weis.nberger D
State Capitol Building
Frankfort. K y 40601

Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, President
Woodrow Wilson signed a Declaration
of War between the United States and
Germany.

*

Federa: level

All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by diahna
202 224-3121 where o U S Copoo'
operator will connect you with the n,
,viol of your choice
'

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 6, the 97th
day of 1976. There are 269 days left in
the year.

Let's Stay Well

U S Son Walter Dee Muddleiton • 0
3327 Diri inn Building
Washington D C 20510

U S. Rep. Carron Hubbard Jr (D)
123 Cameo Mouse Office Building
Afoolgeortam, D. C. 20915

Tpday In

WHER

April 8-10, 1976 7:00 p.m. New Exposition Center
April 8th
aasses

April 9th

4,500 lb. No Turbo
5,500 lb. No Turbo
7,000 lb. No Turbo
9,009 lb. Stock Turbo
12,000 lb. Stock Turbo
15,000 lb. Stock Turbo

5,000 lb. SS
7,000 lb. MOD.
9,000 lb. Open
12,000 lb. SS
5,000 lb. MOD.

Prize Money
1st $10.00 le Trophy
2nd $5.00 & Trophy
3rd Troph

April 10th
classes

Classes

Prize Money
1st $225
2nd $150
3rd $100

7,0001b. SS
9,000 lb. SS
12,000 lb. F.S. -""
20.8x38 Tires limited,
No Visual Modification
15,000 lb. Class SS
4th $75
5th $50
fith $25
7th $'25

Tickets will be sold at the gate.
Tickets are $3.00
For more information call:
502-753-2943
1****

3, the 97th
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ROTC Week Proclaimed

The seek of April 4 through
/
April 10. 1976 has been /
proclaimed ROTC week by
Governor Julian Ci Toll,
Mayor John Ed Scott, 4,edge
Robert 0. Miller a ,d Dr.
Constantine Curris.
LTC Johnnie R. I richard,
Professor of Military Science
• .at Murray State, announced
' that many activities will take
place during the week. The
focal point of the proclamation
period will be the annual
ROTC Open House to'be held
on Thursday, April 8 in the
parking lot of Roy Stewart
taditun.
Equipment provided by the
101st Airborne Division, the
—Kentucky National Guard and
the Tennessee National Guard
will be on display from 11:00
a.m. till 3:00 p.m. The —
equipment will include a UH1H "Huey" helicopter, an AFT- .
1G "Cobra", helicopter, an
OH-58 Kiowa" helicopter, an ,
M-60 Tank, and assorted
wheeled vehicles and communications equipment.
-- Murray State-ROTC Cadets
will spend Friday,April 9th on
their annual orientation visit
to Fort Campbell. They will
take part in firing the M-16
rifle and a tour of the post
facilities. The range firing will
be supported by members of
the 100th . Division, an all.
Kentiicky Reserve unit.
The ROTC Department at
. Murray State will also host an
ROTC basketball tournament
on April 9th and 10th at the
sports arena on campus.
Schools that
will
be
represented are: Vanderbilt.
.U.T. Martin, Middle TenneSsee,. Austin Feay, and
Murray State.

*

•
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Standing (1 to R): Cadets Douglas McCann, Frank Palkoska, Wendell Shelton,
Sitting:
Dr. Constantine Curris, LTC Johnnie R. Prichard.
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Left to right: LTC Johnnie R. Prichard, Cadet tames Porter, Vicki Heavener Miss ROTC,
fudge Robert 0.Miller,Cadet Richard Smothers,CPT David Carr.

_.03=.•

The photos on this page depict mans of the activities
of the MSU ROTC Department.
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Left to right: Cadets Douglas McCann, Wendell Shelton, Mayor John Ed Scott Cadet
Frank Palkoska,LTC Johnnie R. Prichard'
.
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PROCLAMATION
BY THE
MAYOR
OF,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
-*
_*
* WHEREAS,
•

The AAmy RezeAve OceAz Ttaining PtogAam pAovidez
teadeAtship inzttuction at mu/Le than 290 o6 OUA nati.on's
teading cottegez and univeAzitiez; and,

•
* WHEREAS,

Itz puApoze iz to devetopleegtted men and women lioA
pozitionz o6 Aezponzibitity az oi6iceAs in the active
AAmy and itz tezeAve component; and,
. _
The ekiiiciency and vitality oi the AAmy dependz to a
gteat extent upon the ki,gh catibeA o young p66icet
accezzionz, moke than ha.-t6 o6 whom aAe noAmatty obtained
each yeaA thAough the ROTC pAogAam; and,

* WHEREAS,

: WHEREAS,

Civitian executives and goveAnment teadeAs by the
thowsandh have been ROTC membutz, among whom cute the
tangest buzinezz and
heads lo4 many o4 the nation
industA44/ Ajvns, membeAs o6 Congkezz,.Goveknonz, and
AmbaoAadou:

.4-the City 04 MUAAdy, do
* NOW, THEREFORE, 1, JOHN ED .SCOiT4itayot iheteby, pAoctaim the iweek o Aoit 4-10, 1976 a..6
ARMY ROTC WEEK
. *

Lot the City o ti Mu/tAay and I uAge att c„itizen6 fT
tecognize th-is pAogtam.
DONE AT CITY HALL, in the City
o Muktay, - tiviz 24th day oi Ma&ch,
in the yea.. o6 OUA Lou( One
Thousand Nine Hundted Seventy-Six.
ks'
.4,

JOHN ED SCOTT

/
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Freshman Third Sacker Has Perfect Day In 18-8 Rout

Courtney Helps 'Breds
To 16th Straight Win
• By MIKE BRANDON*
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

en.

THE SCOOP AND THE THROW
freshman third baseman Robin Courtney scoops up a shot at
the hot corner and prepares to throw-the ball to first base in action against Purdue Monday. The
'Breds ripped the Boilermakers 18-8 to complete a four game sweep.
v

76ers Rally From Sure Loss
To Grab Berth For Playoffs
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers, the
worst team in pro basketball
.. just three years ago, reached
the National Basketball
Association playoffs with a
victory almost as amazing as
Coach Gene Shoe's lightning
rebuilding job.
The 76ers beat the Houston
Rockets 130-129 in overtime
Monday night after overcoming a five-point deficit
with 29,second.s remaining in
regulation. A driving layup
with two seconds on the clock
by Lloyd Free tied the score at
121-121 and sent the game into
- overtime.

two-of-three initial playoff
series.
Steve Mix scored 33 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds for
Philadelphia and George
McGinnis, whose signing from
the ABA put the 76ers over the
top this year, had 28 poina,- 19
rebounds and eight assists.
Bucks 102, Bulls 97
Milwaukee
First-place
stretched its lead to 21
/
2 games
over Detroit in the Midwest
Division by beating Chicago
behind 28 points .by center
Elmore Smith. If Milwaukee
finishes ahead of Detroit, it
gets the home advantage in
the odd game of their best-ofthree serie.:
A goaltending call .against
.f1141 ,
Houston
rookie
Joe
Meriweather with 2:33 left in
overtime
the
sent
Philadelphia ahead to stay.
'With- 25 seconds left, the
Rockets' Mike Newlin, an 87.1
per cent foul shooter, missed
three in a row and erased
Houston's last hope.

Bullets 133, Hawks 105
Washington moved to within
two percentage points of first,
place Cleveland in the Central
Division by handing Atlanta
its 15th consecutive loss. Phil
chenier led Washington with
31 points.
Cleveland is now 46-32,
Washington 47-33. The winner
of that race, gets the homecourt advantage for their bestof-seven playoff set.
Nets 104,Spurs 102.
Brian Taylor; the only Neti
starter to play more than one
period, scored 29
ints,
including two free throws with
four seconds left which were
the margin of victory

504""

O
S°
J
W
I)
tfrilGt31
AISOIC*
2 sa130

test
Staff Photo. by Mike Brandon

MAKE INCOME TAX
TIME EASIER ON YOUR
UNCLE (AND ON YOU)

Seaver To Beane Top
Paid Hurler in History
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
(AP)- Tom Seaver can take
off the black hat. He's back in
the family. His long, bitter
holdout is over.
Seaver reached -agreement
with the New York Mets
shortly before midnight
Monday on a three-year
contract which the Mets say
will make him the highest paid
pitcher in baseball history.
"Torn Seaver becomes the
first pitcher in baseball
history to make $200,000 a
year," said M. Donald Grant,
chairman of the Board of the
Mets.
There have been reports

$7975
PLAN INCLUDES:
,,r • Color Tv
t•r•c,
a(
18-holes Golf Daily
on one of 6 courses
3 Breakfasts • 3 Dinners • Emoy $teak,
Prime Rib. lobster Tait
Entertainment nightly

HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PUCE

5)1051, MISS • TEL (601) 11111 1000

per "Preen dhi occupancy

622 00 daily after three nights
from Sept I to May 30
Arrangements available for
3rd person sharing room
Does not include lax
or gratuity
Deposit po4icy-05 oo

Direct Jet Service
Southern Airways
from 35 cities

NAME
ADDRESS

Info:
CITY, STATE

Weiskopf'Hoping To Rid
Masters Tourney Jinx

HEAVY HITTER -Freshman Robin Courtney if Evansville slammed four hits in four trips to the
Monday to raise his season batting mark to .378 Courtney also scored four runs in the con

4 DAYS
3 NIGHTS

Send
COMPLETE

King gave up one.
four-bagger, then singled to moving up into the top 20 when
Al Luigs opened the home fill the sacks.
the polls come out later this
What looks better than a
half of the first for the 'Breds
man was out, week. Last year, Murray State
one
After
Rabin in the spring ?.
with a walk and Jack Perconte Gene Steuber walked to force was ranked as high as llth in
Johnny Reagan would be the
followed with a solid single up -in a run and the 'Breds led 1-0 the nation in Division
first to tell you there's nothing
the middle.
In the first poll this season,
with Courtney at the plate.
that looks better than a Robin
John Sieinanowski, who
Courtney promptly rifled a Murray was ranked 23rd but
in the spring: a young fellow
broke out of a slump with two-run single driving in at the time, the record was not
named Robin Courtney.
three hits, one of which was a Perconte and Siernanowski, very impressive.
The highly-touted freshman
The 'Breds will be at Austin
making it 3-0.
tlijrd baseman from Evan"Cowboy" Kiel then Peay for an important twinbill
Marvin
sville, Ind., slammed four hits
delivered one of the biggest Wednesday. The Governors
in four_ !lines at bat Monday
blows of the game, a two-run have their two best pitchers
afternOon and played a large
slated to go against Murray.
triple.
role in Murray State's 18-8
Dick "The Fonz" Allegretti
Siemanowski
opened
the
romp over Purdue.
will be hurling the first game
second
inning
by
hitting
a
By
WILL
GRIMSLEY
There was never any
winner.
booming shot over the fence in against The Peay while Terry
AP Special Correspondent
question about Courtney's
"Not all of us win $3 million
center, the ball landing Brown will go in the nightcap.
dead
AUGUSTA,
Ga.
( AP) - and 20 of the 30 tournaments
arm, range or fielding
over
380 feet away from Then Saturday at Reagan
well
abilities. And after the first Success and peace of mind we play," Weiskopf said,
Field, Murray will return the
Nicklaus a apprently referring to big the plate. Also in the frame,
week of ball, there wasn't any give Jack
favor to the Governors by
Luigs
had
a
two-run
single.
ili
doubt _abo_. ut e_ way_ he could
_ tremendous advantage in the Jack's success as the greatest
Murray banged out 18 hits in throwing stoppers Mark
_Masters Golf Tournament, monel winner and makor title
contest while Purdue had Wezet and Mike Roberts.
the
-With his four hits against Toni Wéiikpi concédesàd- collector of aTI time.
Next' Tuesday, Murray
eight.
Purdue, Courtney' now has 34 ding:
"Some of us have to worry
plays at Vanderbilt and then
The
extends
victory
the
"I
still
think
I
can
win. The about finances. I don't mean
hits in 90 official times at bat
easiest thing in the world is to that I have money problems. I Murray State winning streak on Wednesday, will be at
this spring for a .378 average.
Middle Tennessee for a
Shortstop Stan Geisler made think you can win. The hardest am doing very well. But I to 16 games, six shy of tying crucial
league doubleheader.
the
all-time
mark
set
last
year
fra great day for the state of thing is to make it happen."
haven't been able to pick my
and
of
course,
broken
by
Weiskopf,
four
times
a
Indiana (except for Perdue)
•
tournaments. My life is not as
ab r h
Purdue.
as he banged out three hits runner-up but never a winner solidified as Jack's."
Luiss-cf
4 2 2
Murray
won
game
a
single
Perconte-2b
5 .2 1
and drove home five runs. here, checked into Augusta
The 6-foot-3 shot-making
Sternanowski-rt
6 34 3
over
the
Boilermakers
Geisler,-. a lupior college National Monday after tying stylist, who grew up in
Walker-lb
5 0 1
Friday, swept a pair Sunday Steuber-c
fot---,sixth money at Green- Nicklaus'
2 3 1
transfer,is froth Jasper.
shadow
in
Courtney
-3b
4 4 4
and then won the single game
Brown-0h
Another
Hoosier, sboro, N.C. He spent 30 Columbus, Ohio, and at Ohio Monday
4 . 1, 1
to get some revenge Getsler-ss
4 2 3
..sophomore righthander Scott minutes on the- practice tee State, finished second in 1969,
Ktet-lf
5 0 2
or
what-Purdue
did last year.
and
joined
AOICTTa
lmer
in
a
1972, 1974 and 197, and was
Durham of Mount Vernon,got
Cathey-c
1 0 '0
* The 'Breds now sport a 27-6 Ntswonger-0h
1 1 o
one of the principals in last
credit for the mound victory. practice round.
Totals
41 18 18
overall record, one of.the best
"Jack
comes
here
rested
year's dramatic finish.
Purdue
The 'Breds scored six times in
003 000 410 8-8-1
in the nation-, and should be Murray
652 500 00x 1818-3
Both Weiskopf and Johnny
the first frjrne, five in the.'and ready to play," the former
gritish Open champion said, Miller came to the final hole
munching a club sandwich in needing only to sink birdie
the locker room. "He's fresh. 'putts to tie Nicklaus for the
Marray flaLloway Ck,nty ,
urpon
He's prepared. He's anxious. crown. Miller barely missed
That gives him a big lift."
from 18 feet. From nine feet,
Nicklaus, following a long- Weiskopf
stroked
what
time formula, chose to sit out appeared to be a perfect putt.
,k11*eatbet C"rter
the- Greensboro_ Open and The ball failed to break and
sarcrattltentals
par tviitiol'u".eo_
refine his:garne in tuneups for slid past the rim of the cup.
Thursday's opening of the
flightIralnirt"In the past year, I'll bet I
s N.fro L.S.ifreig
prestigious invitational event, haven't thought about that
Contact
Bill
Fuller
or Johnny Parker
in which . he is. defending putt more than twice," he
-*tampion and -a five-time said.
489.2721
459-2414

plate

SIX GREAT
COURSES!

U. S

second and after four innings,
had 18 runs.
Durham ran into trouble in
the seventh inning as Purdue
did !wage to get four runs.
Diirham gave way to reliever
Curtis King who finished up.
Durham was charged with
only two earned runs while

Thorobred Flying Service. Inc.

-ft was a bummer," said
Calvin Murphy, whose 36
_ _Rott,s and 11 assists couldn't
keep the Rockets from being
eliminated from playoff
contention. "It's tough to go
home with no place to go."
over
took
Shue
a
Philadelphia team that had
finished • the 1972-73 season
with a 9-73 mark, worst in
NBA history. He promised a
winning team - but even Shue
didn't expect it this soon.
"I honestly didn't know how
long it would take," said Shue.
"Three.years ago we were the
worst in the history of the
game. last year we had a shot
at the playoffs and didn't
___Malte_.iL This year we're a
legitimate playoff team."
.. The
victory
moved
---,---Philadelphia into a tie with the
, Buffalo Braves for' second
place in the Atlantic Division.
Whoever finishes ahead gets
. the odd game at home in the

t

ZIP

that Ferguson Jenkins will be
paid $200,000 by the Boston
Red Sox this season, but Grant
termed that figure inaccurate.
"This is the highest salary a
baseball player has ever been
paid to pitch," Grant said of
the accord with the 31-year-old
right-hander, who compiled a
22-9 record last season and
won the Cy Young Award as
the
National
League's
premier pitcher for the third
time in his stellar career.
Seaver had been asking for
$800,000 over three years, and
had told the Mets that if he did
not get what he felt he was
worth he would consider
playing out his option. Such
talk is unheard of among the
Mets organization, which
prides itself on maintaining a
happy family image.
Seaver, one of the most
visible members of the Major
League Baseball Players
Association during the labor
negotiations this spring,
became the first official
holdout in Mets history. He
accused the team of trying to
make him look like a villain,
between his holdout and his
union activity, but said he had
to go by his convictions.
"I can't wear a black hat the
rest of my life," he said. "I
have to answer to myself."
The contract dispute between Seaveh- and Mets'
management ;became
acrimonious, to the point
where reports circulated that
he was on the trading block,
One story had him going to the
Los Angeles Dodgers in a
package deal that would have
brought Don Sutton, among
others, to New York, and
Sesver said that at one point
he was "90 per cent certain
that I would be traded."
But the Mets backed off

frail their hard line last week
and made Seaver an offer, and
the
pitcher
resumed
negotiations with General
Manager Joe McDonald.
Trade talk all but disappeared.
Grant :had said he would
enter the talks only if Seaver
asked . for his presence, and
Seaver did so over the
weekend. They met for one
hour 40 minutes before and
during the Mets' eihibition
game against the Yankees
Monday night, and finalized
their agreement after a 15.
minute post-game session,
bringing Seaver back into the
Meta'family.

GENERAL
SYDNEY, Australia
Boxer Chuck Wilburn
Cleveland, 22, died without
reg,aining consennisnevi after
his fight with Australian
Hector Thompson

'By ALEX '
AP Sports
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"We agreed to tern,
belly,' said McDonald. -We
have to work. up the contract
itself. We need some time on
that, but we have a complete'
understanding."
Seaver meanwhile, said he
was happy to rejoin the clan.
"I'm glad it's all over,'he
said:-*'It's been a very trying'
six weeks. I- found it very
difficult to 'concentrate on
pitching my last few startg.
don't think there's any doubt
that it'll help our entire
ballclub knowing this situation
is over." •
While precise salary terms
were not disclosed, Grant's
statements indicate Seaver
,011 get at least $200.000 for
1976._ He presumably will
receive a raise in each of the
next two years.
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Basketball Recruiting Looks Bright

Thoroughbred Club Has
Final Meeting Of Year
e top 20 when
ut later this
Murray State
.gh as llth in
sion I.
this season,
ked 23rd but
cord was not
be at Austin
rtant twinbill
• Governors
best pitchers
t Murray.
z" Allegretti
e first game
• while Terry
the nightcap.
at Reagan
ill return the
overnors by
pers Mark
oberts.
y, Murray
bilt and then
will be at
ssee for a
ubleheader.
kb r h
4 2 2
5 2 1
6 3' 3
5 0 1
2 3 1
4 4 4
4 1. 1
4 2 3
5 0 2
1 0 -0
1 1 o
41 18 18
000 410 8-8-1
500 001 18-18-3

!, Inc.

%I&
rker
489-2414

FINAL MEETING — The final meeting of the Thoroughbred Club was held Monday night at
Murray State. From left to fight are the coaches who appeared: Bill Furgerson, football; Bennie
Purcell, tennis; Fred Overton, basketball; J. D Rayburn, outgoing club president; Bill Cornell,
track coach; and Johnny Reagan, baseball coach. Golf coach Buddy Hewitt hod to leave early and
was not available for the pisture.
Staff Photos by Mike Breeden)

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Frank Tanana is confident,
brash, cocky — and good.
want to increase
everything this season but my
ERA," says the 22-year-old
lefthander, who'll be the
starting pitcher for the
California Angels on opening
day.
Improving on his 1975
figures — a 16-9 won-lost
record, a 2.62 earned run
average and 269 strikeouts,
tops in the Amtrican League
— -wont be easy. But- if
• Tanana's preseason efforts
are any indication, dcip't bet
against him.
In 15 innings he has not
allowed a single earrled run.
His final tuneup before pitching the season opener

against Oakland Friday was. defeated the Sarilliei!bPadres
against - the- -Chicago Cubs 7-4.
Monday, and he allowed just
In other games, the Monfour hits and one unearned run treal Expos blanked
the
in seven innings.
Kansas City Royals 6-0, RichThe
Angels
backed mond of the International
Tanana's pitching with a 14-hit League shut out
the Texas
attack, highlighted by a three- Rangers 10-0, the
Philadelphia
run homer by Joe Lahoud and Phillies beat the
Pittsburgh
a two-run shot by Ed Her- Pirates 8-6, the
Cleveland
mann.
the
topped
Indians
Three other opening-day Milwaukee
Brewers 8-5, the
probable pitchers also turned Detroit
Tigers beat the Cinin impressive tnneups Mon- cinnati Reds
3-2 in 11 innings,
day. Lynn McGlothen went the the Houston
Astros outscored
distance as the St. Louis the Minnesota'
Twins 12-5 in
Cardinals routed the Boston the
first baseball game in the
Red Sox 10-3; Wilbur Wood Superdome
in New Orleans„
pitched eight strong innings as the Los
Angeles Dodgers
the Chicago White Sox beat defeated, the
San Francisco
the Atlanta Braves 6-3, arid
Giants 6-3 and the New York
Mike Torrer made his first
.Yankees edged the New York
appearance for Oakland and Mets 3-2
in 11 innings.
pitched six innings as the A's
McGlothen allowed just six
hits and rode St. Leuis' 18-hit
barrage past Boston. "He's
'
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
ready to • open the season,"
of an offer to buy. any of these securities
observed Cards catcher Ted
The offering is made by the Prospectus
'
Simmons.
"I don't figure on him going,
nine innings again," conceded
Now you can earn up to
Manager Red Schoendienst,
"but he threw only 98 pitches:"
Lou Brock and Don
Kessinger had fourhits apiece
and Bake McBride three for
St. Louis. McBride is hitting
.567 in exhibition play.
Wood,
the
veteran
knuckleballer, also pave ip
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
just six hits in his stint against
Atlanta. The White Sox won it
with three runs in the seventh
(Available in denominations or $loe or more)
. ....
on a sacrifice fly by Brian
Downing and a two-run single
Annual interest of 73•4% to 9/
3
4% is payable quarterly
by
Jack Brohamer.
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, if the .
Torrez,pbtained by Oakland
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
from Baltimore in the Reggie
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available
Jackson trade,- gave up three
runs and eight hits in his six.
inning stint - and then -was
named by A's Manager Chuck
Tanner as Oakland's opening
4
day pitcher. Billy William's'
three-run homer in the bottom
of the ninth provided
Maturity
Effective Annual interest Rate
Oakland's margin of victory.
Woodie Fryman and Dan
(if interest is corniii ,iirosi is pad
Ouarterty or monthly)
pounded quarterly arid
Warthen of Montreal stopped'
rued at matunty only)
Kansas City on two .hits.
Fryman, who has.not given up
a run in 13 innings this spring,
10 years
9.75%
- 10.11%
allowed one single over the
0,
o
5 years
8.75%
9.04
first five innings and Warthen
2 years
7.75%
7.98%
allowed just one,single over
the final four.

93A /0

PHONE TOLt-FfIEE _

800-457-3741
(In Indiana, 800-742-3784)
4)

•

CREDIX_
iirRIFT FIT.EvriAL /NC.
- In Aftor&y:

.

.

•

.

I ' Ross Wilder, Suite 2- Bel-Air Shopping Unto.
Phone 753-5573

'
.11,'
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One is a 6-7 junior college
forward, a blue-chipper.
Another is an All-State guard
from Louisville, another an
All-State guard from New
Jersey and the fourth is a
Junior college player.
"We are goineto have in
Murray this weekend a kid
who can turn the program
around," Overton said.
"If we can get him, along
1,rith what • we've already
signed, we are going to have a
great recruting year. I've
been
associated
with
recruiting for 10 or 11 years
and this
e best so far,"
said.
v r on also announced
season.et
Overton
'some
me of the schedule for next

BASEBALL
game has been added to the added.
usual, Johnny Reagan schedule.
In addtion to the summaries
was quiet and also quite
That game will be on Sep- by the coaches, officers for the
modest.
tember 4 against Southeast coming year were elected.
"I'm not sure that this club Missouri and will give the
They include Pete Waldrop,
is that good," Reagan said.
Racers an 11-game schedule.
president; George 'Oakley,
"But nobody has ever told
"In the spring game, we first vice-prealdent; Dwain
them that," he quipped.
tried to split the squads Taylor,
second
viceThus far, the 'Breds have evenly. I think a 0-0 game is as
president; Karl Hussung,
reeled off 16 consecutive wins close to even as you can get."
third vice-president; Stuart
and stand at 27-5 for the
Furgerson said 15 players Poston, secretary; and James
season. As usual, they are off last season's team have
Rogers, treasurer.
ranked among the top teams graduated,two others decided
in the nation.
Rookie Of Year
not to come back and two
"We have some good clubs others transferred to other
FAIFFIELD, Conn.(AP) —
in our league. The problem is schools.
Fairfiel I University's Joe Dewe get pointed toward. Austin
"We will have almost a new Santis has been selected New
Peay went to Middle Ten- team next year. .. only two
England basketball rookie-ofnessee for a doubittheader seniors On offense and just
the-year by the region's
Saturday. They lost twice to four on defense.
coaches.
Middle but they saved their
"We will have a lack of
The 6-foot-1 freshman guard ek'
best pitchers to use against us experience, especially on the from
Tolentine High School in
"We -have 14 games at Wednesday.
offensive line. If we can The Bronx, N.Y., led all
outfielder Nyls Nyman, by the
home, with Oral Roberts and
"Our
players
play with a protect quarterback Mike freshman scorers in New
Chicago White Sox; shortstop
Butler scheduled to be here. great deal of pride. We have a Dickens,
he'll do a good Job. England last season with a
Craig Reynolds, who had been
We open the season November tradition of winning and we We have the
batting .391 in spring play, by
same receivers 16.8 points per game average.
26 in a tournament at MU- don't settle for second too
back, except for Willie
the Pittsburgh Pirates; *pitDeSantis also led Fairfield
New Orleans then after well," Reagan added.
DeLoach who graduated.
cher Dave Lemanczyk, by the
in seven categories, including
Christmas,
we
play
in
the
TRACK
"We're pleased with the total points, points per game
Detroit Tigers; pitcher Oscar
"There are
only 12 running of redshirt Mike and assists.
Zamora, by the Chicago Cubs, Nevad-La! Vegas , Tourscholarships available in McConnel and we have some
and first baseman Jim Holt nament.
BASKETBALL
-We
think
the
schedule
is
track,"
Coach Bill Cornell of the 'best athletes in the
and pinch runner Don
-NEW ORLEANS — Roy
definitely
going
to
help
in
our
said.
defensive secondary we've Danforth, former head coach
Hopkins, by the Oakland A's.
"There are 17 events in a ever had.
In other moves, the Cin- recruiting. Also, there has
at Syracuse University,
-If you take our recruiting
cinnati Reds sold veteran been a rule change and we can meet and you need three
Sign as many players as we people in each event. So we year just on the freshmen signed a three-year contract
outfielder Mery Rettenmund
to coach at Tulane University.
to the San Diego Padres-and have scholarships available' have a tough time' trying to we've signed, I just don't
EAST LANSING, Mich. --for::
said.
Overton
compete agginst teams that know,. But if you include the
obtained shortstop Rudy Meoli
Heathcote, coach at the
Jud
"You better make sure to have 40 people on their squad.
junior college people, I think University of Montana, was
from the Padres' minor
.buy
a
program
because
I
are
"We
don't
not
looking
for
the we had a pretty good
league system for their
named coach at Michigan
-Indianapolis farm club, and think you are going to knew won-lost record. Instead, we recruiting year," Furgerson State, replacing Gus Ganakas.
verymany
folks
on
the
try
team
and
focus
individual.
on
the New York Yankees placedrecords and preparing for the
center fielder Ellat Maddox," next year."
who still has-not recovered"_ Overton also said the site for conference championship,
post-season Ohio Valley which is what most of you will
from knee surgery, on the 21Conference
Tournament will remember next year."
day disabled list.
be in Lexington at UK's
Cornell said six records
'oliseum. All games, in- were broken over the indoor
cluding the quarterfinals, will, season, including school
be played at the site. On the marks by senior sprinter
drawing
board is the Cuthbert Jacobs in the 300 and
possibility of doing away with 440-yard dashes. In both
Saturday night conference events, Jacobs ranked among
games.
the best in the nation:
As far as the conference
Dates have been established
The suggestion was made by
by the Women's Tri-State Golf Courier-Journal executive meet is concerned, Cornell
Association for three tour- -sports editor Earl Cox last said any one of five teams
could win it this year. He
naments this summer.
oak in Bowling Green. Cox
The first tournament will be said that because the SEC included his own team in that
held at the South Highliuicis schools all play on Saturdays group.
TENNIS
Country Club in Mayfield on and Mondays, the
OVC could
Murray has got off to a 7-5
June 15. A two-lady tearn
get more publicity if they start on
the season 'with wins
scrabble will be held at Rolling
would play conference games
over two SEC schools,
Hills Country Club on July 20
on Thursdays.
Mississippi State and Vanand the third tournament,
Overton also said the derbilt.
two-day medalist play evert,
will be staged Aug. 24-25 at possibility of OVC television
"We have three new
He wants to be a winner like
ease They need all the help
games looks very en- members
Fulton Country Club.
this year," said his buddy, ace pitcher Jim they can get Research can find
Over 400 lady golfers from 10 couraging.
Coach Bennie Purcell.
Palmer. But he will need more
the answers to their problems
Besides Overton, the rest of
country clubs in the tri-state
"At number one we have than talent and ambition. Be- Meantime, they need expert
area comprise the association. the spring sports' coaches also Mikko Horsma who played cause Mike has cystic fibrosis. medical care to improve the
They are Metropolis Country talked as did head football here two years ago but an inherited disease which quality of their lives
They all want to be winners...
Club in Metropolis, Ill., coach Bill Furgerson. Here is returned to Finland. He was a strikes his lungs and digestive
system.
Give them your help. Through
Sikeston Country Club in a capsule summary of each member of Finland's
Davis
Mike is one of millions of
your local Chapter of the NaSikeston, Mo.: Fulton Country report:
Cup Team.
American children struggling to
tional Cystic Fibrosis Research
Club in Fulton; Mayfield
GOLF
"Our other new players, live with a lung-damaging dis- Foundation.
Country Club and :South
Coach Buddy Hewitt an- Roger Westfall and Jeff
Highlands Country Club, both nounced the OVC Golf
in Mayfield; Murray-Calloway Tournament will be held on a Leeper, are junior college
Coupon
County Country „Club and Oaks neutral site for the first time transfers."
Purcell said regular season
Country Club, both in Murray. in the history of the
event.
matches with conference
Paducah Country Club, Parton
"This does away with the Learns no longer count toward
Park Golf Course and Rolling
home course advantage and I the championship.
7th at Main
Hills Country Club, all of
think we will get a clearer
"Western Kentucky has
Paducah.
March April Special
Lady golfers interested trail- picture of who is the best about everbody back and they
won it last year. Also, Middle
state golf should contact golf team," Hewitt said.
Hewitt said his team is very Tennessee has to rank high
chairmen of their clubs or:the
S995
following officers of Tri-State. young as three freshman since they have a lot of good
Mrs. Charles
Mullinax. compose half the starting people back. I'd say the other
president, Paducah; Mrs. CA lineup. The only returning six positions are a tossup,"
Weintraub, vice president and veterans are Kevin Klier and Purcell added.
tournament chairman.. Mike Perpich.
S995
FOOTBALL
Mayfield, or Mrs. Peter
"East Tennessee should be
Head football coach Bill
Bollone., secretary-treasurer among the top 10 teams in the
Furgerson spoke about the
With This Coupon
Metropolis.Ill
nation. Our goal for the recent spring game and
Service Built Our Business
conference is to finish looked ahead to next season.
somewhere in the top five," He also announced another
Th0(111 ,
Hewitt added.

Brash, Cocky Tanana Ready

CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes, Series A, are being •
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial. Inc.. a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. The riret proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CRED1THRIFT.
..-•..
.-_-. ,,z...,...
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained horn a
representative of CFC Investment Inc. vialo is licensed in
this State, The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or. if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in
Indiana. 800-742-3784) for a_copy of the Prospectus

sig:Pret

ByMIXE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Christmas is just a few more
days away,ho-ho!
April 14 is the day for
signing national letters of
intent and that's when we'll
know what the futore holds for
the Murray State basketball
program.
Coath Fred Overton announced Monday night in the
final meeting of the Thoroughbred Club four players who
have signed Ohio Valley
Conference letters of intent to
play at Murray State.

As

Tourney Dates
For Tri-State
Golf Are Set

Little Mike's in there pitching ...

Parker Ford, Inc.

George Beall and Dale
Murphy hit three-run homers
to help Richmond beat Texas.
Dave
Cash's — , two-run
highlighted a five-run eighth
inning that carried the Phillies.
past Pittsburgh. Rick Manning's three hits and three RBIs led the Indians past
Milwaukee.
The Dodgers pounded John
D'Acquisto for four runs in the
fourth inning to defeat the
Giants. Houston topped the
Twins in the first baseball
The Calloway County High
game ever played in the $163 School golf team opened its
million Superdome , in New golf season Monday at the
Orleans, which drew a crowd Oaks Country Club by winning
of 10,073. Thurman Munson's a 222-227 match over Marshall
RBI single in the 11th drove in County.
the winning run for the
After nine holes, the tw
Yankees. --A bases loaded teams were tied at 166 apiersingle by rookie Jerry Manuel and three playoff holes wer,
knocked in the winning run for played to break the tie.
the Tigers.
Not including the playoff
In major signings, the Mets holes, scores were as follows:
agreed to terms with Cy Kevin D'Angelo 38, Bobby
Young Award winning pitcher Fike 42, Joe Janecek
Tom Seaver on a three-year Anthony Fike 42, Tommy Fike
contract which the Mets say 44 and Greg Story 46.
will make Seaver "the highest
The outlook for the Lake:
paid pitcher in baseball golf team this season is ven
history," and San Francisco optimistic. All the starter
signed outfielder Bobby return from last season's
Murcer for a . reported team. Coaching the Laker golf
-76175,000; making-, him thee tetiff this —season Is tgrry —
highest paid player in Giants Paschall. who will be in his
history.
third year at that position.
Among the roster cuts
Today, the Laker golf team
3r•nounced, Itlonday were will be at the Murray Country
pitcher Dennis Blair, by 'the Club to meet Murray High in
Montreal Expos; veterian the Tigers' opening match of
Pitcher - Claude : Asteen and the season

Laker Golfers
Open Season
With Victory

Oil 8, Filter
Change
Front End
Alignment

•
•
•
•
•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
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Softball Jerseys
T-Ball and Other
fouth League Shirts
•Special Discount Team Prices
•Many colors and styles to choose from
•Price with us before you buy

Wallace's Book
Store
15th

Street Across From MSU Library
Next to College Shop

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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IntlResultsYouWant-Itsors IDAM YouNeed
1. Notice
GORDONS FISHING
lakes .- are now open.
Stocked heavy with
grain fed fish. Open 7
days a week. Adults,
$3.00, Children under
12,$2.00.
No other
charges. Also you don't
need a license. Not
responsible for any
accidents. Just off of 94
East highway, turn at
sign, near Aurora. Free
rough camping only.

TRACTOR
PULL
(Modified Tractors)

753-2943

Tractor Pull

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m. or weekends,

(Farm Tractors)
April 8, 1976
7:00 P. m.

New
Exposition
Center

5 Lost And Found
LOST OR STOLEN male
puppy, husky build,
black, tan, white.
Reward.Call 753-9255 or
753-3700.

For information call

753-1943

6. Help Wanted
WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing envelopes. -Send selfaddressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188AY, Albany, MO
64402.
-

L-402.6 A &NCH OF LOSERS,
MARCIE!ii)H161{e/OULD ,-(014
RATHER HAVE A WINNING
TEAM CR A CAP7't

54 ii9WC0m4
EVERYO4 ON
CHUCK57F_Alti
HAS A CAP, BUT
IQE DON'T?

ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Esate, across from Post
Office. Call 753.3263.

8 Storage Buildings

USED Ala conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.

Available-.
Dealership
General Tire
Robbor Co.
Excellent business opportunity in Murray, Ky
area. Automotive experience desirable Some
cash required. iSt. Louis
District, 500 Northwest
Plaza, Suite 700, St. Ann,
Mo.63074, AC 314 291-4340

BABYSITTER IN MY
home. References
required. Call 753-6345.
DERBY REFINING CO.
on South 12th Street.
Manager and assistant
manager positions.
Apply in person at
Derby on South 12th.
BABYSITTER FOR 2
small children. 11p.m.-7
a.m. Your home. Call
753-3780.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS, steady.-'
work. For interview Wit 753-5287.

AGENT

TILLERS, Tillers, tillers
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
A. B. DICK 320 offset, also
other used printing
equipment. Call 4362575.

£LHE

STAYS

.v

TWO DIAMOND rings,
for sale. $500.00 for both.
Call 753:6694._
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer, Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
FORMBY'S refinishing_
products. Lemon oiltung oil, furnitara- -cleaner and refinisher.
Lumber
Murray
Company. --

HOME

ELECTRIC TRAIN
SET.Partial track on
plywood board. $35.00.
Call 753-0062.

4.41

VACATION

ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Ky.,or call 435-419'7

-

TIR AVE L AGENT GOES ON
'VACATION

ON

15. Articles For Saki

YOU'RE LOEIRD,
MARCIE!!

WNiN6 POE'SN'T MEAN
THAT MUCR TO ME, 5IR
10 RATHER HAVE A CAP

NANCY
I WONDER..

GOOD
USED
CHILDREN'S sewing **
set. Call 753-3102.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on investment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed $40,000'in
net profits over next
twelve
months.
Potential
is
even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
$125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah.

Jf.
.

TRAVEL(
- WHERE -• X

QUICK CASH, will buy
furniture, by the piece
Or houseful. Most
anything of value. Call
753-0154.

10. Business Opportunity

Need first doss breakfast
cook or vegetable cook
Most be able to bolts pies
Will pay top dollar- to right
people. Contact.
Lyons at Rudy s Court
Square.

For further information call

EXPERIENCED
SECRETARY, will also
substitute .as sales
person on the floor.. Must
be abl,e to operate a cash
register. Apply in
person only to Vernon's
Inc., Olympie Plaza. No
phone calls please.

BUY THE BEST for less.
CUS.TOM
BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS. Call 753-

Help
Wonted

April 9, 10, 1976
7:00 P. M.
Center
Exposition
New

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
6333
753,

PI:ANA:TS

SEVERAL OPENINGS
for public relations and
positions.
advertising
Must have awn transportation. Apply at
Holiday Inn, -Tuesday
and Wednesday only
between 10 a. m. and
7:30p.m.

REMEMBER there is a
full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.

12 Insurance

6. Help Wand

6 Help Wanted

2. Notice

•wit

Ng{ N.t--".EN-

TRASH BARRELS for
sale. Call 753-6089.

BEATLE BAILEY
Ti-IATS ONE OF YOtig
MOOT ENDEARING,
TIRA1T5- YOU'RE 5i.10-1
Vott
LOU5Y
LIAR
(Ow&

MEAN,I CON5IDEREID
HER A55ET5... THAT 19..,
54E15 A WELL-ROLNDED eiRL
uH I MEAN, 54.4E 5TACK5
UP A5 A...

DID YOu HIRE
AAI55 13U74LE,' FOR
HER .00145 OR.
HER ABILITY;

MUST SELL EQUIPMENT and supplies fir
a 2 operator beauty
shop Phone 753-6694
from 5 p.rn.to9p.rn-.
ANTIQUE VIOLIN,
good condition. Will
sacrifice. Call 436-2516.

•••••••••
C••••

•••• fine

CLEANINGEST CARPET cleaner you ever
used, so easy too. Get
Lustre. Rent
Blue
electric shampooer
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop".

••••••••11-

THE PHANTOM
LANOIN6 ON

•
THEY 5LIPE
DOWN THE
WALL OF ICE
47 OREAT
5PEEO.„
rA5TER ,
FASTER
grARTHER •
ARTHER,..
BENEATH
'
,IF

soFr r4-4/cK

'M055...

BIRD SOLID VINYL
.SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
-• Co. Downtown- Hazel.
Call 492-8647.

f

,

f:
i ;,71rWs

rit's

.rst

16 Home Furnishings

18. Sewing

Machines

b

BLONDIE
HE'LL. BE BACK
IN A MINUTE,
MRS BUMSTEAD

1.;
1:4 RICNNG
MY SKATEBOARD
AROUND
THE BLOCK

JUST WHEN I THINK HE'S
GROWN UP HE PULLS
A STUNT LIKE
TFIATt

r- ALL

ONE REFRIGERATOR,
one dryer, one stove. In
real nice condition. Call
753-6614.
FOR SALE JENNY LIND
bedstead, box spring
and mattress, like new,
$150.00. Metal kitchen
cabinet, $25.00. 607 Olive
St. Call 753-6587. '
UPRIGHT
FT.
16
Frigidaire frost-free
freezer. Like new.
$165.00. Call 753-4091.

Art
OLD
YEAR
ONE
avacado Maytag washer
and dryer. Call 753-6694.

La' ABNER

17 Vacuum Cleaners

-s,

((-

Air

-

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night. KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 -Hour answering
service

34. Houses For Rent
43 Flea) Est

SEWING MACHINES
just parchased bankrupt
stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than.
11142 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-354-8619, ask for
Martha Hopper for more
information.

Sewing
Machine Shop

Singer

SALES&
SERVICE
753-5313
NI-Air Center
19. Farm Equipment
FOR SALE 1975 Model,55
gallon, 3 point hitch tank
sprayer has 6 row boom
and hand gun for fruit
trees, etc. Sprayed less
than 20 acres. $225.00.
Call 753,2359.
ROW
FORD . ONE
mounted corn picker.
Call 435-4355.
FOR ALL YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444
6865, Paducah, Ky.
'TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle spray
tanks, regular $800.00
now $595.00. We also
have grain bins, steel
buildings, gooseneck
trailers and a grain
cleaner that takes garlic
out of wheat. AgriProducts,call 753-2258.

OR
RED
WoliNts,
night
Canadian
crawlers. Rex Worm
Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
FOR SALE FROST free
refrigerator, 1971 Dodge
van, call 753-6855 after 5
p.m.
ONE 20 CUBIC ft, deep
freeze. Two 10 speed
bicycles. One 2 seated
bicycle. All in good
condition. Call 437-4766.

MOBILE HOME, 12 x 60,
248 Riviera Ct. Large
living area, 2 bedrooms,
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinning, tie
downs, will sell furnished or unfurnished.
Call 753-9373.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443.8226.
1973 SHANANDOAH, 12 x
70, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
fully carpeted. Call 7531905 after 5 :30 p. m.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
100' x 250' lot, anchored
on
solid
concrete
tillundation, new well of
water, city gas. Call 4928195.

• I13uxso

New Moon, 2
• - bedroom, all electric,
„ ,84,4188.. Crii643
-COeidition.
Call 436-5419., -74 WAYSIDE 12 x 60 2
bedroom, washer and
dryer, new central unit.
10 x 7 metal storage
building. Underpinned.
• Very good condition.
Call 753-6280. after 5
p.m.
1970 12 x 60 JETLINER.
$4,900.00. Financing for
responsible people. Call
753-9783.
.

35. FERGUSON tractor,
mint condition. Plow,
disc, and cultivator.
Contact
Howard
Brandon,753-4383

1973 26' FRANKLIN fifthwheel trailer, fully selfcontained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.

20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
Johnson motor on a
Holsclaw trailer. All in
good condition ;350.00.
-Phone 354-6691.
16' STEURY boat with
deep V-hull, convertible ,
top, side curtains and
back cover, 65 h. p.
Johnson moteir, heavy
'thity Sterling trailer
with spare tire and
wheel, other extras:
Only been in water 8
times. Price $2,295. Call
753-7536.
16' ARROW GLASS with
110 h. p. Mercury motor.
15' Glasspar with 65 h. p.
Mercury motor. Both V
bottom fiberglassmotors in good condition-good trailers. Call
753-5788.
1974 RIVIERA PONTOON with Evinrude 50
h. p. motor. Call 1-2475862.

=NM
WURLITZER CONSOLE
organ has rhythm
section, Leslie speakers,
cassette player, like
new. Call after 9:30 p.
m.,753-1497.
23. Exterminating
SLUGGS, SNAILS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and termites. Plastic put _
under house. Kelley
Pest,
Termite and
Control,753-3914.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATFRrSSES
math' any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses.
Ilea It hopedle or foam
WEST KY MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Phone 1443-7323.

TWO BEDROOM brick
home furnished or
unfurnished, all utilities
paid, 416 N. 8th, drive by
and see from outside. If
interested send name,
address and phone
number to Bill Ellis,
Carrollton,
4852
Indianapolis,Ind., 46205.
FOUR MILES from city
limits on 641 South.
Immediate occupancy.
Couples only. $155.00 per
month. Call 492-8413.

27 Mobile Home Sales

FARM-ALL CUB tractor,
good 'condition. Six
attachments. Call 7532821.

AL

'Oftt2:.

24. M,scehlaneuus
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bath,
HOUSE,
1'1
basement, $125.00
month, $125.00 deposit.
Call 753-8333 evenings,
753-7671.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR
RENT
COMMERCIAL SPACE. Off
square, accessible fzom
4th and 5th Streets. Call
753-1569 after 6 p.m.

37 Lwe:toci,

ROBERTS
located on S
Sycamore
licensed a
sales Persor
you plus ti
exclusive
experience.
or come by
We like to
ESTATE.

Supp e,

STANDING AT stud,
registered American
saddle bred horse.$50.00
grade mares, $100.00
registered , mares. Call
753-039p.
BLACK ANGUS cows
with calves by side. Age
3 weeks-8 weeks. Call
after 5 p. m. H. L.
Cathey, Locust Grove
Road,753-5556.
REGISTERED DUROC
boars for sale. Call 4374666.
FIVE REGISTERED
landrace pigs. Call 7536126.
38 Pets

APRILS]
T
KC
REALTY I:
bedroom, l'
ranch home
the west sid
Excellent 1
encellent qi
modern Mr
Phone Bil:
753-1222 f
pointment. 1
REALTY 7
Provides
personal
service.

Supplies

FULL
BLOODED
COONHOUND pups.
Redbones or Walkers
born Dec. 29. (Parents
are very fine hunters.)
$35.00. Call 1-354-8598.

YOU WILL I
the attrat
home on a
landscaped
10 acre well
farm can
raise a ft
cattle or
farm featu
stock barn,
stocked wi
your priv
pleasure, a
as an exti
large well t
with
soi
equipment t
shop. This
for-your ow
for rental
home ani
combinatior
only a few r
town on E
further
call: John
Real Estat
St., Murrs
7531 or Bi
753-7116.

AKC POODLES 8 weeks
old, black, 2 male, 1
female. $25.00 each. Call
436-5388.
THREE, MINIATURE
poodles, for sale. $40.00
and $50.00. Call 435-4360.

at

28 Heating 8 Cooling
TWO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent condition. Call 753-1569 after
6 p.m.

AIR CONDITIONER, 2
years old, Fedders 5000
BTU thermostatic
" control. $80.00. Call 7538664 after 5 p.m
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 55 TRAILER, apply
in person only to
Brandon Dill at Dill
Electric, Concord Road.

AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard
puppies
Championshp blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.

CHI

THREE MINIATURE
poodles, 6 weeks old.
753-3041, call after 7 a.m.
AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppies,
8 weeks old, buff
colored, males and
females, $50.00 each:
Call 492-8861.
DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups, AKC registered.
Call 436-2336 after 6 p.m.

31 Want To Rent
LANDLORDS, young
married couple want 1
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
after 5,753-9767.

FARM LAND to rent. Call
753-6316. Steve Arant.
32 Ap,ir+rn:at, Fur RPnt
FURNISHED AND unfurnished 2 bedroom
- apartments, available
now, Embassy Apartments. Call 753-4331.
TWO NICE FURNISHED
apartments for rent.
Real nice for a retired
person. Call 7534)44.
FURNISHED
APIARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
MURRAY
MANOR
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.

FULL -BLOODED German Shepherd Tilvir
-and black, very gentle,
has all shots. $50.00. Call
489-2569.

We are one
some strani
are we? Va:
business a
agriculture
plements
opportunitii
donald at oi

AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles, male and
female, black and
cream. Call 753-0957.

REMO
10 FAMILY RUMMAGE
SALE. April 10th. 1976.
Avon bottles, clotheschildren, juniors, mens
and womens. Antiques,
wicker furniture, plants,
flower pots, furniture,
books, drapes,, dishes,
pictures, linens, toys,
jewelry. 1307 Kirkwood.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.

The 1'
test on
each vi
classifi
test. Di
the win

YARD SALE8th, 9th and
10th. North on 641, turn
right at Bucy's Grocery,
1 mile. Dolls, antiques,
clothes, toys, collectors
items
and
mi scellaneous.
Bargains!

1. All a
2. Ads
drawini
3. Al! a
4. No e
enter th
Call Eh(
Contest

ATTIC SALE, East
Calloway Elementary
School, Saturday, April
10th. 8 a. m. - ?, rain er
shine, sponsored by
East ["Ti'

4
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43. Real Estate

)OM brick
ished or
all utilities
1th, drive by
outside. If
iend name,
ad phone
Bill Ellis,
irrollton,
,Ind., 46205.

S from

city
fell South.
occupancy.
$155.00 per
192-8413.

bath,
'2
, $1 25.00
.00 deposit.
1 evenings,

IT
COMSPACE. Off
!ssible foam
itreets. Call
r 6 p.m.

GUS cows
by side. Age
weeks. Call
m. H. L.
cusi Grove
56.

D DUROC
Call 437-

NSTERED
ts. Call 753-

plies

WOODED
ND pups.
a- Walkers
9. (Parents
le hunters.)
-354-8598.

ES 8 weeks
2 male, 1
10 each. Call

INIATURE
sale. $40.00
:all 435-4360.

TERED St.
puppies
shp blood
753-6412 or
r 4 p. m.

INIATURE
weeks old:
1 after 7 a.m.

;ISTERED
niel puppies,
old, buff
males and
50.00 each-.

I PINSCHER

registered.
i after 6 p.m.

)DED Gerherd
lv
very gentle,
$50.00. Call

-ERED Tiny
s, male and
)lack and
753-0957:
_

1, ERN' ‘LARGE and
be.i.tutitul brick horike,..at
APRIL SPECIAL
Coldwater,
could lie 3 or
AT
KOPPERUD
4 bedrooms. 2 full baths,
REALTY is this three
den, overti+Ze 2 car
bedroom, 12 bath brick
garage, on I acre, could
ranch home, located on
not be replaced for the
the west side of Murray.
asking price of $31,900.
Excellent location and
CallMolfitt Realty Co.,
eltcellent quality in this
206
South 12th, 753-3597.
modern Murray home.
Phone Bill Kopperud
753-1222 for an ap- SIX ACRES.FWE miles
West of Murray. Le
pointment. KOPPERUD
woods, fenced, spring,
REALTY 711 Main St.,
creek. Beautiful home
Provides full-time
site or trailer site.
personal real estate
$5,800. -Tripp Williams
service.
Realty.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.

YOU WILL love living in
the attractive brick
home on a tree shaded
landscaped hilltop. This
10 acre well fenced minifarm can be yours to
raise a few head of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
pleasure, a garage, and
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
basic
with
some
equipment for a cle„an up
shop. This can be used
for our own business or
tot rental income. The
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
town on Ky. 121. For
information
further
call: John C. Neubauer
Real Estate, 505 Main
St., Murray. 753-01017531 or Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom
brick in nice location.•
Has electric heat, fully
carpeted, all appliances
in kitchen, patio, large
fenced-in back yard,
double garage, concrete
drive. ce 753-8080 or
come ,by 105 N, 12th,
BOY1/-MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
SPECIAL OF
THE WEEK
Five miles east of
Murray. 87 acres, 55
tendable, 42,000 broad
feet of mature timber.
One-half mi. blacktop
frontage. Ideal for
subdivision. 80 per cent
new barbed wire fencing, '8,000 Christmas
trees being planted. All
pasture land has been
renovated, limed and
seeded. Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
Nestled in the trees is this 4
BR colonial brick with the
perfect setting for relaxed
carefree living 3200 square
feet, FR with fireplace lR
with fireplace; format OW, 3
baths, study lined with
bookshelves
Notice this
highest total gas tmd elec
tric - 541.00
100". financing avoiloble on
this 4 BR 21 nck with rec
room plus 3 BR apartment
floor plan conducive for
owner s privacy
Wilson Real Estate
753-3263

NOTICE
Motor Vehicle Licenses
(City Stickers)
and Motorcycle Licenses
and 1976 Dog Tags
are now on sale at
the City Clerks Office
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky
Office hours...
8 a.m.to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

:8th, 9th and
on 641, turn
y's GrocerY,
lla, antiques,
a, collectors
and
ieous.

I.E. Fast
Elementary
irday, April
- ', rain or
nsored by

NICE 13' CAMPER,
sreeps 4, icebox, range.
4850 or best reasonable
offer. Call 753-1566.

NEWLY
REDECORATED 3
bedroom frame with
utility, shag carpet,
,drapes, located on nice
°lot at 214 South 11th.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.

i MUCH,
SPECI4Eq i-LAVEN'T 'row t.),

art THEYNE DONE Va:WDEKS FOsZ MN' HOUSE'PLANTS. 11

NEW
SPACIOUS 3
bedroom, full bath,
central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
- miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.

46. Homes For Sale

For Sale
By Owner

OR TRADE for smaller
house. Three or four
bedroom in Meadow
Green Acres. Call 7531566.

410 South 10th Street
Reconditioned and
remodeled. Frame,
boarded
weather
Price to sell at
810,000. Phone 7530675.

THREE BEDROOM
frame house 2 years Old,
has extra building lot
with meter pole. 9 x 14
building, 3
metal
minutes walk to lake. A
bargain at $15;500. Call
436-2260.

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
frame house with dry
basement
at
I110
Sycamore. Call 753-7573.

GRF ATF:R --/tOCKFtittO AUTO AUCITON, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities.
Every
Wednesday at 1 00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is 'a dealers
auction.

,ser

•

1974 HONDA XR75. Like
new. In good running
•condition. Looks great.
Call 753-3730.

1974 260Z DATSUN. Local
car. Factor air, Phone
753-3843

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1975 GRAND PRIX, black
on black on black.
1956 BUICK SPECIAL, 2
Power windows and
door hardtop. C-ollectors- - locks. Vinyl
top, air,
item. Call after 9:30 Lk_'-AM-FM
stereo tape,
m.,753-1497.
• rear window defroster
and 60-40 seats. Call 4351974 AUDIE FOX. Call
4382.
753-6147
1972 DODGE CHARGER
SE. Air conditioned,
1971 VW Caniper. Rebuilt
power brakes and
engine, good condition.
steering, call 753-5463
Asking $2,100. Call 753after 5 p. m.
0362 after 4:30.
1")
19174 CHALLENGER,1961
TR-3, 1975 Yamaha RD3`50„ Old Town 16 ft.
canoe. Call 436-5570.

1-CLASSIFIED READERS
1
AD CONTEST

The Murray Ledger and Times will sponsor during the month of April 1976, a contest on small Reader classified ads ran during each week.$10.00 will be given away
each week to the lucky person whose name is drawn. All persons starting a
classified reader ad during the week will have his or her name entered in the contest. Drawings will be made on Monday following the week the ads are inserted and
the winner will be notified.

RULES FOR THE CONTEST:
1. All ads must start during the week specified for the drawing.
2. Ads will not be permitted to run over into the next week for contest
drawings.
3. All ads must be paid for prior to claiming the prize money.
4. No employees of The Murray Ledger It Times or their families are eligible to
enter the contests. Winner for lost week. Onris fielder, Rt.1, Murray.
Call the classified ad section of The Murray Ledger and Times now Mid enter the
contest. 753-1916 or 753-1917.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

47 Motorcycles
KENTUCKY LAKE
cabin, three roomrhathl
1323-HONDA 350, $650.00. 1971 NINE PASSENGER
Call 753-6000
Safari station wagon.
air,-elsetri stove,
st
and
EtaCITAIs: Carr753-26327Meat, patio, storage'
1972 YAMAHA 75 cc
building. Nice lot,
cycle. Low mileage, like
community boat dock,
1973 CUTLASS black on
swim area. $15,000. Call
new. Call after 9:30 p.
black, low mileaee,
m.,753-1497.
753-3865.
radials, factory tape
and wheels, extra good
nio BEDROOM YEAR
1973
YAMAHA
condition. Call 753-6280
175
round home overlooking
Enduro, all Enduro
after 5 p.m.
Cypress
Creek,
accessories. Light,
workshop, garage,
speedometer, map 1969
PONTIAC
carport, good well,
holder. 250 front end.
CATALINA. Blue, 2
living and dining room
Oversize
rims. - doer: automatic, and
combined, 16 x 26 with
Telleborg tires, never
air. Ca11,753-7639
fireplace. Electric heat
ridden or licensed in
and air. Call 436-2494.
1975, as new. 1700 street -1963 DODGE peCRITPe-miles. Phone 753-6671.
six cylinder standard
FOR SALE by owner
shift. $275.10. Call 753cottage,
lakefront
1974 XL350 Honda, sharp.
1777.
almost 2 acres. Phone
Must sell. Call 753-8046.
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
1965 2/4 Too Chevrolet
to 10.
truck (utilp bed with
locking doors 1, good
TWO
BEDROOM, 1973 KAWASAKI 900.
metal bed, positive
With wind jammer
fireplace, living room,
traction, phone 753-5655.
fairing, and other exutility, bath, attached
tras. $1400 Call 753-5632.
24ft. garage, 8 acres, 7
HAT1974
VEGA
miles SE of Murray on
radio,
CHBACK,
Highway 121. $29,500.
radials, air, 4 speed,
Shown by appointment.
1975 HONDA XL 250. Call
good gas mileage,
Call 436-2281.
753-9407.
superior condition, in
warranty. Best offer.
NEW BARN STYLE
Phone 753-1515.
197342 HONDA CL 100.
house, unfinished, 3
Call 753-0561.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
CHEVROLET
1972
fireplace, carport in
Impala Coupe, power
75 HARLEY DAVIDEast "Y" Subdivision.
and air, well serviced,
SON,Sportster
1000,
Make offer. Call 753-0965
good gas mileage,
very good condition.Low
after 5:00.
$1,550. Phone 753-7508.
mileage. Call 1-247-7095..

We are one of the nation's largest manufacturers of metal buildings and for
some strange reason we do not have dealer representation in your area. Who
are we? Varco-Pruden Metal Building Systems. We are seeking an established
business concern to actively merchandise our buildings designed for the
Agricultural market. If you are presently selling bins, overhead doors, implements or other related agricultural items, that's a plus. So, investigate the
opportunities in this proven market. For further details please call Dave Macdonald at our national headquarters in Memphis, (901)767-5910

I

lurches
Jewelry
113

1968 INTERNATIONAL
dump truck, reduced to
$1,500.
Also
1971
Chevrolet van, $1,050.
Call 753-4545 or 73-6763.
1969 oLDSMOR1LE
.Cutlass 350 automatic,
power steering, Irak',
aral air.. Call 489-2746.
\frit% STATION
$1,795. Call 753'2494. or 753-5747 after 5
I '
• -1962 CHURCH bus good
condition. $1500 or'best
offer. Call 527-9959 or
527-9538.
50 Campers
(AMPER
low hed
180-2151

Ith Straw
Murray

dependable wait
d jewelry repair

For

Factory Approved
Accutron Service
BREAKING GARDENS,
plowing, discing. Call
Terry Morgan, 753-2874
or 753-6316.

AM A RETIRED
woman, having retired
in June of 1975, and lam
going crazy doing
nothing. I want a part
time job. I have had
previous experience in
sales and bookkeeping. I
have a Masters Degree.
I will give you a full days
work for a full days pay.
If interested write Box
32A.

BOWS
HOME
PROVEMENTServic ,
-cement-work, blade
work, interior and exterior carpentry work,
and finish work. Call
436-2502.
TO BREAK AND disc
gardens, mow vacant
lots and blade work. Call
753-5737.

DOZER WORK - sinall
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilliag.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
, -

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
753-2310
fon free
estimates.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614,
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1495
+
expainter and
paper hanger, interior
and exterior by the hour
• or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.
PAINTING

perienced

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references;
free
estimates. Quck drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
JUNK CARS PICKUP
anywhere in Galloway
County area. Call 7536477, call anytime.
PAINTING-experienced
painter, interior and
exterior. See Herman
Wicker or call 753-3450.

JOHN HETC+IENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small.
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.

J St B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
' 'welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
WILL DO Housework.
Call 436-2197.
53 Feed And Seed
FOR LEASE 2,237 LBs.
Burley Tabacco, 12'2
cents lb. Lowell Jones,
Route? KIrksi,‘

HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-'
Burger.

FREE P,ART. GEMMAINShepherd puppy, 8
weeks old, brown and
black, was abandoned.
Desperately needs good
home. Puppy is friendly
and loving. Call 767-6156
FREE MOTHER DOG
and 7 week old puppies.
Mixed breed. Puppies
be medium to small
sized. All will make
beautiful pets. Call
7869.

$100,000.00
Liquidation Sale
Authentic American
Indian Jewelry

MOW AND trim
yards.
753-1593.

LICENSED electrican
prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

ALCOA Siding, awnings,
carports, magestic
fireplaces. Altigoinum
Service Co., Call 492. --11947-.-

WHEAT STRAW, 500 .
bales, 70 cents each. Call
489-2590 or 489-2740.
54 Free Column

51 Selvices °tiered

46. Homes For Sale

Farm Building Dealer

CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations,- and
furniture repair. Call
aftef 5, 436-2476.

'TRAVEL TRAILER, 19
ft. extra nice 'fully
equipped, sleeps six.
s16,o54.00 Call 7534615.

LOT
AT
HOLIDAY
Shores. 125' frontage,70' •
back on gravel road.
$1,500.00. Call 436-5690.

J.3i Feed And Seed

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

View

CHOICE BUILDING
LOTS.City water,
sewerage, and blacktop.
Duplex and single
family. Contact Howard
Brandon,753-4383.

Wanted

ha

RUMMAGE
I 10th, 1976
es, clothesniors, mens
s. Antiques.
ture, plants.
furniture.
vs, dishes.
nens, toys,
7 Kirkwood.

44 lots or Sale
Another

Supplie

AT stud,
American
horse. $50.00
res, $100.00
mares. Call

IP X 310

April 9th and 10th
By
Silly in an
-Consistiog of:

regent INI are returning to hiutrvy for two drys
to liquidate a Irate portico of sesr willection

• Hundreds of Bracelets
'Belt Buckles
atch bands
*Cbo

" Necklaces
'Pendants
'Rings
•Ear Rings

from Hie
Meeddeg is
Many *Hier unusual pieces
keels.
Naralso, Zuni, Hopi and Santa Domingo
is
west United States Many pieces erte signed and ell is
guaranteed turquoise coral, sterling sits., and hand mode Int
American Indians.

"Public Welcome
Dealers bring tax numbers
Friday April 9, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday April 10, 1200 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Holiday Inn, South 12th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Sole conducted by

Tim Randolph, Homer, Ill.
Bank Americard
Master Charge

CARS

,a1111111111111W

REMEMBER

CARPET
KIRBY
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service. 500
Maple.753-0359.
DOZER AND backboe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.
PAVING DRIVEWAYS,
parking lots, sealed
coating, makes asphalt
last longer. Blacktop
patching and repairing.
Call 901-584-7780.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436-

ME FIRST ROCKET 88
[N i949,
Olvr5:0N f NNOVA I D i301k awy sTyLE
AND POWERPLANT. THE Mt
E TUTURAMIC
43 WAS GEM-SET INTO OLDS' - IRSF. POST AFAR tutiksok
p
trAiA5TYIJ
AND ohiaT A a>180!..,sTaNciapri Eiji V
71:5711
Fr AND CCII SPRING,.SLE
PENSEIN corens IN:LADED -1NNIQLAWAYm i•Itet:RMAATIC . RANI
,IEATER, aCICK, C11.17NDE ma4ces, REAR FENDER SOUS, AND
A4-ifrEWALIS. THE ADS SAID, "MAKE A
WITH A
"ROCKET. EIGHT", AND AMERICANS DO, 9.47Ft DELIGHT,
'
,E2P„t‘:' YEARS AGO.

Dart

JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.

SP EC1 PEATIONS
NO NE - OA/ V8 303.7 CU IN. 135 ER-IF'
10.4 SEC. TX'SPEED 92 Mt
PERFORMANCES -50 M
VALUE' 949 Pima $1,982. rocKy (MINT)SiZ5X1+

tVI1.427:11•AVI"47.:1?-14tmecI:41.1"

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night.442-7026.

4:2)4ZkJ

"The" Store For Men

Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry Key

Grand Opening
Friday & Saturday
Popcorn
Pepsi

the

Register For
dio
1st Prize Ro

RaceP1

Pace CB
Ch Antenna

23

2ncl Prize
T.V.

•
Portable Serviced
Purchosol ond Son
Hodge 8
by
3rd Prize
'
,Ai- Coffee
maker
Coffee

Oil Co.

10th & Chestnut
Leased & Operated by
- Leroy Todd
•

Shrine Clowns
Will Be There To
Entertain You.

SH
for
Pickup. Call

V

•
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1 Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Rites Are
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Miller

r'"

The funeral for Mrs. Lora
Miller of Benton Route Five is
being held today at two p.m. at.
the Hamlet Baptist Church
with Rev. John Stringer and
Rev. W.S! Holt officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bob Ray, Teddy Wynn, Steve
Wilson, Steve Downing,
Michael Vann, William Jones.
and Malcolm Lane. Burial will
be in the Hamlet Cemetery
with the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, in
cWge of the arrangements.
_ Mrs. Miller, age 73, died
Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at. her
home. She was a member of
the Hamlet Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Leonard Miller, Sr.; two
daughters, Mrs. Jessie Washburn of Hardin and Mrs. Darla
Dean Koerner of Clinton,
Tenn.; three sons, Leonard
Miller, Jr., William Miller,
Miller, all of
-and
Benton Route Five; two
sisters, Mrs. Dora Mobley of
Benton and Mrs. Dolly Lovett
of Benton Route Four;
grandchildren;
eighteen
twelve great grandchildren.

Mother Of Murray
Woman Dies At
Florida Hospital --Mrs. Helen Hill Winchester,
mother of Mrs. Neale Mason
of Murray, died Saturday
afternoon at the Bay View
Hospital, St. Petersburg, Fla.
She was 86 years of age.
The deceased was the widow
of Sidney H. Winchester and
was a native of Boston, Mass.
She had resided in the state of
Florida for about fifty years.
Mrs. Winchester was an active musician until her recent
illness and had performed as
pianist and as an accompanist
for programs in the St.
Petersburg area. She had also
booked artists for appearances.
Mrs. Winchester is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Neale
Dorothy) Mason of Murray
and Mrs. Katharine Hall of St.
Petersburg,' "Fla.; two
grandchildren, Katharine and
Robert Mason of Murray.
Funeral and burial services
are being held today at St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Rep.

Kenny Imes

Edward McLeod Is Speaker Luncheon
"ERA and the Legislative
Found Dead Monday Session" will be the topic
discussed at this Wednesday's
UCM lunchebn.
By A Neighbor .
Kenny Imes, District I State
Edward McLeod of Alino
Route One was found dead in
the horse lot of his home by a
- neighbor boy about 4:30 p.m.
to
Monday,
according
County Coroner Max
.
Morris who was called to the
scene.
Coroner Morris said Mr.
McLeod had last been seen
about two p. m. Friday as he
was backing hia tracior into a
shed. When the body was
discovered, Mr. McLeod had a
horse halter in his hand and it
is thought he was in the lot to
go for his pony, Morris said.
His death was set at about
three p. in. Friday and ruled
that it was due to a heart attack, the corner said. No sign
of foul play was involved and
Mr. McLeod still had his
wallet, Morris said.
The deceased, age 69, was a
retired farmer and lived just
west of Dexter on the Hickory
Grove Church Road. He is
survived by one brother,
Claude McCleod of Benton
Route One.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at eleven a.
m. at the chapel of the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, with Bro. Kenneth
Hoover officiating. Burial will
be in the Stewart Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Frrends may call at the
funeral home.

Representative, will be the
featured speaker. Imes has
been State Representative for
six years and is now in his
third term of office.
The UCM luncheons are
held from 12:30 to 1:20 on
Wednesdays at 202 N. 15th St.
The public is welcome to come
to the meal and join in the
_discussion. For information
and reservations, -please call
753-3531.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News servir.t
April 6, 1976
Kentuckzi Purchase Area -Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buy ing Stations
Receipts. Act 306 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilts Steady Sows Steady 1 00 must advance on wits over 400 lbs
US 1-2 200-230 lba. $47.00-47.50 few 47 75
$46.50-47.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
646.75-46.50
US 2-4 340-260 lbs.
$44.75-45.75
US 3-4300-280 lbs.
Sows
639.00-40.00
US 1-2 270-350 lb
$40.00-41.00
US 1-3 3130-500 lbs. .
541.00-42.00
500450
lbs.
US 1-3
138.00-39.00
US ,
2 3 300-500 lbs
Boars 31.00-35.00

Robert Penn Warren, a native
Kentuckian who is the only American to
have won Pulitzer Prizes for
. bothan
deliver
will
poetry,
fiction and
address in the C. S. Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities series at Murray State
University on Thursday, April 8. _
. He will present a program of poetry
reading and conunentary to begin at 8
p. In. in Lovett Auditorium, followed by
a question-and-answer session. The

Warren, who was born in Guthrie, is
that rarity among the country's men of
letters who has achieved both critical
acclaim and popular success. Though
his works rangeihrough poetry, fiction,
criticism, biography, and drama, his
extraordinary versatile and vital
literary accomplishments have focused
on such basic and unifying themes as
the meaning of history, the search for
self-knowledge, the need for selffulfillment, and the seeds of violence in
all mankind:
His "All The King's Men," rated as
one of the greatest novels in all
American literature, has sold more
than two million copies and been
translated into 20 languages. It is still
selling widely in both hard-cover and
paperback.
Some of his other
regional flavor include "The Cave,"l "Flood," -World
Enough and
Riders."

works with Kentucky-Tennessee
Time," and "Night
A former,Fthodes Scholar and now a

profeskor emeritus of English at Yale
--University, where he taught for many

Robert Penn Warren
public is invited to participate in the
program sponsored by the College of
Humanistic Studies on the campus.
Warren, who has achieved virtually
every major.—American literacy
distinction, will also participate in a
papel discussion of fiction witn tour
faculty members from theDepartment
of English at 4 p. m. in the auditorium
of Mason Hall 'Nursing Building).
Students,faculty, and staff members,
along with interestld persons from offcampus who make arrangements by
telephone through the Department of
English (762-2401), may attend the
afternoon program. A question-andanswer session will also be conducted
at the conclusion of the panel.
English faculty on the panel will be
Dr. Robert Usrey, moderator, and Dr.
Thayle Anderson, Dr. Michael Miller,
,and Dr. Kenneth Tucker.

years, Warren has also had a
- distinguished career as an editor-and
critic. Two books he co-authored with
Cleath Brooks, "Understanding
Poetry" and "Understanding Fiction,"
which advocate close textual scrutiny,
associate him with the New Criticism.
Among his many awards are the
appointment in 1974 to give the Jefferson Lecture in the Humanities, The
Shelley Prize for Poetry, The Sidney
Hillman Award, The Bollingen Prize
from Yale, the Levinson Prize from
Poetry Magazine. the Houghton Mifflin
Award, The Edna St. Vincent Prize,
National Book Award, The National
Medal for Literature, and appointment
as Poetry Chair, U. S. Library of
Congress.
The Lowry lecture series at Murray
State is a recognition of Dr. C. S.
Lowry, professor emeritus, who retired
in 1968 after 43 years as a teacher on the
campus. The series named in his honor
was established last year to .bring
lecturers of national and international
reputation to Murray State to enhance
educational opportunities on the
campus,
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Automobile-Owners Will Pay
More For Insurance Coverage

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) --,Kentucky's no-fault system," are almost certain in
A new wave of automobile
said Ed Fossett, legal counsel injury coverage which
insurance rate increases is
for the Insurance Depart- under no-fault.
washing over Kentucky, but
ment.
on property damage coverage
State Farm announced its
nofault
which
deals
only
— not
11/1111.....0
increases from headquarters
11/.• AMOS.004 Aftaket
with bodily injury.
at Bloomington, T11. None of
Under no-fault, rates are
the other firms have done so.
Prsces stock" of local mural at noon
frozen until July.
today %realised to the Ledger & Times tyy
The state must approve all
I 14 &mon Co are as babes.
That does not apply to other
rate increase requests and
+3.70
........
Industrie; Avg
types of policies by some 430
hearings are held if they are
-1companies doing business in
25% +
Aircu
challenged.
6
me
this state, and many already
Amer. Motors
By
regulation,
the
• 36% +%
Ashland Oil
have been granted increases.
56N +No
A. T.& T.
Insurance Department cannot
+411
WIN
•
The
latest
increase
is
an
Ford
73 +% average 10 per cent, beginning approve any increase of more
Gen. motors
22N -%
Gen. Tlre
than 25 per cent in one year.
27 -N
May 1, by State Farm Mutual,
Goodrich
Fossett said some firms have
24% +
Gulf Oil
the largest auto insurer in.
35 uric
Pennwalt .
asked for boosts of nearly 50
24% +
Kentucky.
Quaker Oats
per cent.
347•
Republic Steel
The Insurance Department
19%
Suer
"The
because of
104a unc
said Monday that Farm
Tappan
continued inflation," Fossett
Western Union
bureau, second largest,
3'7%
Zenith
said. "These are the direct
received a 15 per cent boost
Priem of stock ca local mterat at noon
results of property damage
ledger
to
the
furnished
last
today,
Jan.
1.
erYT,
The funeral services for
primarily, which includes
Tttnes b First of %chasten Carp a
Allstate, believed the third
Mrs. Rosa Belle Harp Watts
Murray, areas Wanes
auto crash replacement parts,
biggest, won a 6.2 per cent
will be held Wednesday at two
labor and the higher costs of
9% +4,1
Homes
rate increase last month.
p. m. at the First Church of the US
19% + N
Kaufman & Broad ....
cars."
12% Ali
A group of companies doing
Nazarene, Frankfort, with Ponderosa Systems
State Farm said that on a
41% +¼
Kimberly Clark
about
half
the
business
in
Rev. Beryl Spross officiating. Union Carbide
71 uric
statewide
basis the 10 per cent.
30N -4
Kentucky received a 12 per
Burial will be in the Frankfort W. R. Grace
premium rise would average
269. -I,
Texaco
cent
average
rais4
last
Cemetery.
52% -%
General Elec.
out to $6.20 per six-month
1694 +91
December.
Mrs. Watts, age 79, widow of GAF Corp
policy for each of 272,000
539
+14
Pacific
Property
damage
covered
Walter K. Watts, died Monday Georgia
—'..-.. i ...., 21W2 +%
Pfizer
vehicles
insured by the
43% +91'•'_ by the increases includes
at 12:15 a.m. at the National Jim Walters
company in Kentucky.
- ' 16% -%
Kirsch
policies
on
Kflision
and
Health Enterprise Nursing Ihsney
62 +54
"Since our last rate increase
1
4 +94
34/
comprehensive — fire, theft
Franklin MintHome,Lexington.
back in 1970. the cost of
'and storms.
Survivors
are
two
LAKE DATA
After July I"; rate increaspc
"None of this is the result of
daughters, Mrs. Ray (MarKentucky Lake,7 a.m. 356.2,
tha) Moore of Murray and
Monday s
darn 315.4,
Crossword Puzzler Answer toPunta
Mrs. Richard 'Mary ) Lawson no change. Below
Penclage
ACROSS
0.1.
down
of Lexington; one brother,
=MO OMNM 030
3 Under
1 Mmx
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.2,
WaDM VINUA AZE
obligation
Alex Harp of Frankfort; three
5 Venerable
4
327.3
Prepared
ERZOUN 27 mom
8 Bridge
grandchildren, Mrs.' = -Paul no change. Below-dam
5 Single in12 Sheet of
imam OUOUGI
stance
glass
Wells, Miss Bettie Dale down 1.6.
SRMOW236 AU
6 Mr
:36.
13 Born
5
Sunrise
6:22.
Sunset
OMMUA
GOO @MN
Brezhnev
Moore, and Doug Moore.
14 Bacteriologist s.
2N LONQMONM RN
• Lair
wire
Rail
13
bird
MUM
MOO MONO
15 Opera by
9 Edible
Verd;
MM OMMIMUUMN
se'edS
16 Compare
POMOO
DOWN
The caarna
18 Winter vehi- 10
AMU 00 NOCOMMR
It Seines
cle
17
UNA
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WOW U020
79 Printer s
22 Consume
6 MU2 =AMP MOM
measure

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray
• Branch
• 7th and Main
EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

where he. worked,
as the
near where- the

mining
by tW
investigating panel were

Dr.Knickerbocker To Be Leader
At Bible Conference At Church
Dr. W. E. Knickerbocker
from
the
Memphis
Theological School, Memphis,
Tenn., will be the leader for
the Bible Conference to be
held Friday and Saturday,
April 9 and 10, in the Gleaners
Classroom at the First United
,.Methodist Church.
Sessions will be held Friday
seven to 9:30 p.m. and on
Saturday from, 9:30 to 11:30
a.m. Dr. Knickerbocker will
explore the Biblical elements
of Wesleyan Theology.
Dr. Knickerbocker is
!resent:1y serving as Assistant
Professor of Methodist Studies
and Church History at
Memphis, and pined the
Memphis Conference of
bodily United Methodist Churches in
1973 after serving the New
comes

from

Mexico and North Gtorgia
Conferences. He received his
B. A. degree from Washington
and Lee University and his B.
D. and Ph.D degrees from
Emory University.
The public is urgecTto attend
the Bible Conference, a
church spokesman said.

Subscribers who have not
received their Itionse-deleyerea
copy of The Murray ledger
Times by 5,30 p a. Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p. la on
Saturdays are urged to call
753 1116 between 5 30 p
and 6 p a Monday Friday
or 3 31:1 p en and 4 p
Saturdays to insure delivery
of the newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p m week
days or 4 p a Saturdays to
guarantee delivery

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
m.Yf1144
:I.:r,t s%
in s°41"Opn80".;
.. to 254p7.m1.2MMon.
8oc thruFri.j.ka
eths8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
We Wide Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wart

[NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
We Honor The Same Credit Cards

The Airlines Do! Such As..

co typo

CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene)

Berry, Manager

IPA

20 Fertile
spots in
desert
21 Secondary
23 Anger
25 Deposit
21 Assistant
29 Agile
33 Handles
35 Laid away
37 Helps
38 Tardy
40 World War It
agency
I in it I
1 Fooltike part
42 Obscure
44 Rent
48 Compass
point
50 Wander
53 Assented to
55 Husband 01
Gudrun
513 Al that time
57 Southern
blackbird
58 Suffix plus
10
59 Vast throng
60 Unit of
Siamese
currency
81 Paradise

20 Remainder
25 Music as
written
26 Silkworm
28 Small island
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30 Moved up in
rank
31 Things in
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went into the mine after the told the panel he had detected
WHITESBURG,
— A U.S. Interior Department
first explosion on Tuesday, one Methane feeder — a place
where the explosive gas issues
panel planned to continue
March 9.
today asking a long list of
Fifteen men died in that from the coal seam.
Fields said he measured 1
witnesses about events
blast. Their bodies were
leading up to and surrounding
methane level of 5 per cent —
removed from the mine the
explosions that killed' 26 men
following day. Work teams'* as high as his meter would go
in a southeastern Kentucky
began a round-the-clock effort — at the floor of the mine.
coal mine last month.
'"But when I raised the
to repair roof damage and
The panel, headed by
ventilate the mine so in- meter up off the bottom, it was
Robert Barrett, administrator
vestigators could enter to find clear," he said. Fields said he
of the department's Mining
had logged the incident in his
the cause of the explosion.
Enforcement and Safety
Shortly before midnight "fire boss book" and Barrett
Administration, wants to
Thursday, March 11, another said MESA, which has
know how the atmosphere in
the
mine's
explosion ripped through the confiscated
the Scotia Coal Co.'s No. 1
mine, killing 11 men,including records, would check the book
Black Mountain Mine became
for Fields' entry
three federal mine inspectors.
explosive, what touched off
Fields' foreman, Arvil
The mine was sealed to
the blast and how such
allow its atmosphere to Cornett, said he had heard
disasters can be prevented in
stabilize, and the Interior rumors "in December I
the future.
-- -Department investigation that -think," of a feeder in the mine
Scotia officials and miners
began when the hearings and even an ignition of gas.
questioned by the panel
opened Monday is to onntiniin
Carlos Paul Smith, an
Monday told of methane when the mine can be entered
operator of the continuous
"feeders" in the mire, of again — probably a matter of
mining machinery used to cut
—tampering with ventilation a month or two.
coal from the seam, said he
systems designed to remove
The panel heard from ten knew of
at least one feeder in
dangerous gases and of
witnesses Monday. It has
area
sparking electrical
listed more than 50 persons
explosion
machinery.
"possible witnesses" and occurred.
•Still to be heard
Barrett has indicated he will
"It meowed like a cat,"-he-continue the hearings for days said. When he
and his crew
several Scotia officials and
If necessary to hear all the
turned off their machinery to
miners, representatives of the
testimony, rather than trying
eat lunch,"we could hear it up
miners' union — the Scotia
to finish today as originally there."
Employes' Association —
planned.
But that particular feeder,
dozens of federal and state
Charlie Fields, a fire boss he
added, "didn't last more
mine safety officials ..and
whose duty was tb inspect the than
two or three days."
Scotia mine for fire hazards,
members of rescue teams that
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